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ABSTRACT

From a historical perspective, punctuation marks are often assumed to be present

in a text only to represent some of the phonetic structure of the spoken form of that text.

It has been argued recently that punctuation today is a linguistic system that not only

represents some of the phonetic sentence structure but also syntactic as well as semantic

sentence structures. One case in point is the observation that the semantic difference in

differently punctuated parenthetical phrases is not reflected in the intonation contour.

This study provides the acoustic evidence for this observation and makes

recommendations to achieve natural-sounding text-to-speech output for English

parentheticals.

The experiment conducted for this study involved three male and three female

native speakers of Canadian English reading aloud a set of 20 sentences with

parenthetical and non-parenthetical phrases. These sentences were analyzed with respect

to acoustic characteristics due to differences in punctuation as well as due to differences

between parenthetical and non-parenthetical phrases.

A number of conclusions were drawn based on the results of the experiment:

(1) a difference in punctuation, although entailing a semantic difference, is not reflected

in the intonation pattern; (2) in contrast to the general understanding that parenthetical

phrases are lower-leveled and narrower in pitch range than the surrounding sentence, this

study shows that it is not the parenthetical phrase itself that is implemented differently

from its non-parenthetical counterpart; rather, the phrase that precedes the parenthetical
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exhibits a lower baseline and with that a wider pitch range than the corresponding phrase

in a non-parenthetical sentence; (3) sentences with two adjacent parenthetical phrases or

one embedded in the other exhibit the same pattern for the parenthetical-preceding phrase

as the sentences in (2) above and a narrowed pitch range for the parenthetical phrases that

are not in the final position of the sequence of parentheticals; (4) no pausing pattern

could be found; (5) the characteristics found for parenthetical phrases can be

implemented in synthesized speech through the use of SABLE speech markup as part of

the SABLE speech synthesis system.

This is the first time that the connection between punctuation and intonation in

parenthetical sentences has been investigated; it is also the first look at sentences with

more than one parenthetical phrase. This study contributes to our understanding of the

intonation of parenthetical phrases in English and their implementation in text-to-speech

systems, by providing an analysis of their acoustic characteristics.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of this study

This  thesis  investigates  whether  different  punctuation marks  used  for  marking

parentheticals, i.e. commas, dashes and brackets, correspond to different manifestations

in prosody. Nunberg (1990) claimed – based on an informal investigation – that different

interpretations of a sentence, resulting from a use of different punctuation marks, have no

correspondence  in  prosody.  However,  no  evidence  supporting  this  claim  has  been

provided yet. 

Parentheticals  consist  of  words,  phrases  or  sentences  that  are  inserted  into  a

sentence to provide additional explanatory or commentary information. Their nature is

that  of  a  digression  that  is  semantically  related  but  not  semantically essential  to  the

sentences they are in. 

For an acoustic study of parentheticals, pitch is the primary prosodic feature to be

investigated  as  parentheticals  in  English  are  found  to  exhibit  a  lower-leveled  and

narrower pitch range than the surrounding sentence constituents (Bolinger, 1989, p. 186;

Cruttenden,  1997;  Crystal,  1969;  Grosz  &  Hirschberg,  1992;  Kutik  et  al.,  1983;

O’Shaughnessy, 1990; Wichmann, 2000). Pitch refers to the perceptual sensation of the

frequency of vocal fold vibrations. The frequency of the vibrations is also referred to as

the  fundamental  frequency  (F0),  and  its  characteristics  allow  us,  for  instance,  to

distinguish between male and female voices, with females exhibiting a higher-level pitch

range than males.  A stylized graphic of the lower-level  and narrower pitch range for

parentheticals is displayed in Figure 1.1.



Figure  1.1.  Stylized  representation  of  the  pitch  contour  of  a  sentence  containing  a
parenthetical.

Figure  1.1  also  indicates  the  declination  of  pitch  height  over  the  length  of  a

sentence.  Declination  has  often  been  regarded  as  being  related  to  the  decline  in

transglottal air pressure as the speaker uses up the air in the lungs (Cruttenden, 1997).

Experiments in perception have shown that a declining series of pitch peaks is actually

perceived as being of the same height (Cruttenden, 1997). That is, to express the same

degree of prominence, "a peak does not have to be as high later in the sentence as it was

earlier" (Pierrehumbert, 1981, p. 987). 

Work on the acoustics of parentheticals has been conducted by Kutik et al. (1983).

This  is  the  only experimental  acoustic  study on  parentheticals  that  I  could  find,  and

Wichmann  (2000)  confirms  that  this  is  the  only study she  could  find  as  well.  The

experiment in Kutik et al. indicates that there is a clear intonational boundary at both ends

of  the  parenthetical.  In  unison  with  Bolinger  (1986),  Cruttenden  (1997)  and  Crystal

(1969), Kutik et al. find that the parenthetical is characterized by a drop in pitch range
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and pitch level at its start and a rise back to the pitch level and range of the sentence it is

embedded in at its end, as shown in Figure 1.1 above.

Kutik et al., however, did not investigate sentences with two parentheticals next to

each other, as in (1a), or one embedded in another, as in (1b).

(1) a. We saw the movie (which had been banned in Boston) – Jane insisted on going

    – but were unimpressed. (Nunberg, 1990, p. 34)

b. We saw the movie – Jane (who knows the director) insisted on going – but 

     were unimpressed.

The question surrounding two-parentheticals is whether one parenthetical phrase

is lower and narrower in pitch range than the other or whether they are the same. If they

are different, then the goal is to identify a pattern in pitch behavior for multi-parenthetical

constructions.  This furthers our understanding of  parentheticals  and closes one of the

research gaps found in Kutik et al.

Furthermore, Kutik et al. only investigated comma-enclosed parentheticals. Thus,

they did not look at the prosodic correlates of other parenthetical punctuation, such as

brackets and dashes. According to many style guides, such as Merriam-Webster's Guide

to Punctuation and Style (Merriam-Webster [MW], 2001) and the Canadian Press’s CP

Stylebook  (Canadian Press [CP], 1984), commas, dashes and brackets are used in that

order to indicate an increasing level of digression of a parenthetical element from the rest

of the sentence. The choice of punctuation marks determines how the reader interprets the

parenthetical  –  a  choice,  as  Nunberg  (1990)  suggests,  that  is  not  reflected  in  pitch

differences. 
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Historically, there is a link between punctuation and intonation. Much of 19th-

century  writing,  for  example,  features  instances  of  punctuation  that  do  not  follow

grammatically based rules (Chafe, 1987b). “The fashion was to create punctuation units

that were very much like the intonation units of speech” (Chafe, 1987a, p. 4). In the past

reading aloud was in fashion. Thus, writers used punctuation marks like “stage directions

for effective oral presentation” (Chafe, 1987b, p. 6). This study’s investigation that the

punctuation difference for parentheticals is not a prosodic difference aims at providing

evidence that, today, punctuation is a linguistic system that goes far beyond representing

prosody. This provides support for Nunberg’s study on punctuation as a linguistic system

in its own right (Nunberg, 1990) and subsequent research (Bayraktar et al., 1998; Briscoe,

1996; Carroll et al., 1998; Doran, 2000; Jones, 1994b; Reed & Long, 1997; Sampson,

1992;  Say & Akman,  1998;  White,  1995).  Like  spelling,  which  is  the  orthographic

representation  of  vowels  and consonants,  punctuation  is  a  system that  is  used  cross-

linguistically  for  the  orthographic  representation  of  prosodic,  syntactic  as  well  as

semantic information.

Investigating  how  parentheticals  are  prosodically  implemented  also  aims  at

providing acoustical details to enhance the naturalness of text-to-speech synthesis as well

as the performance of automatic speech recognition.  Examples  that involve automatic

speech recognition are airline or train reservations over the phone. However, to reduce the

scope of this study, I have focused on text-to-speech synthesis only. 

Text-to-speech technology allows one to convert an electronic text directly into

speech (O’Gara, n.d.). Its uses reach from reading out what is displayed on the computer

screen to a visually impaired person, as well as having the synthesizer speak a text that is
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entered by a person with speech difficulties, such as Steven Hawking, to helping a person

to learn a different language (Childers et al., 1989; O’Gara, n.d.). 

For  these  applications,  the  synthesized  speech  will  be  able  to  achieve  more

naturalness when it  is  known how an encountered parenthetical is  to be implemented

acoustically. To do that, the system has to be able to identify a phrase as parenthetical.

Thus, a prediction method for parentheticals is needed (Klatt, 1987). Nonetheless, most

text-to-speech  systems  ignore  sentence-internal  punctuation  (Edgington  et  al.,  1996a;

Flach, 1999). Flach's study shows that out of 18 investigated text-to-speech systems only

three incorporate punctuation as a parameter, although research in parsing has shown that

attention to punctuation can significantly improve the performance of text parsing (Jones,

1994b;  Briscoe,  1994).  The  problem  with  the  punctuation  of  parentheticals  is  that

commas,  dashes  and  brackets  are  also  used  to  mark  other  structures.  To  identify  a

parenthetical  as  such,  one  has  to  understand the  sentence,  which  is  something  that

machines are still lacking. "The human process of reading text out aloud . . . cannot be

accomplished without some understanding of the text on the part of the reader" (Tatham

& Lewis, 1992, p. 450). Text-to-speech synthesizers, however, do not understand what

they say,  as  a  satisfactory model  of  language understanding has  yet to  be  developed

(Childers et al., 1998; Hunt, 2000; Tatham & Lewis, 1992). 

Since understanding is  important  for the naturalness of speech generation,  this

thesis investigates methods of text annotation that allow integrating the knowledge about

higher-level discourse structures into the text. Many researchers work on the use of tags

and markup in the document to improve the naturalness of synthetic speech (Flach, 1999;

Hitzeman  et  al.,  1999;  Hunt,  2000;  Mertens,  2002;  Möhler  &  Mayer,  2002,  2001;

Pierrehumbert, 1981; Sproat et al., 1998; Sproat & Raman, 1999; Taylor, 2000). The tags
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are either provided by the author (human or machine) or inserted by subsequent labeling.

However, to make text-to-speech synthesis available to non-linguist users, tags should be

based on naming the structure to be annotated (e.g. <PARENTHETICAL>), rather than

using detailed phonetic tags (e.g. <PITCH RANGE=“-20%”>). 

Many text-to-speech uses, such as reading out emails to the visually impaired,

have  to  be  performed immediately when they are  encountered.  Therefore,  this  thesis

focuses on finding text-to-speech methods that avoid cumbersome and lengthy labeling

procedures by a third person to prepare the text for speech synthesis, such as Grosz and

Hirschberg (1992) and Syrdal et al. (2001). Rather, the system has to provide the author

with the tools to easily insert intuitive (and with that user-friendly) structure tags upon

text creation.

To be precise about the markup and acoustic implementation of parentheticals, it

is important to know how differently punctuated parentheticals are to be treated. If there

is a prosodic difference between differently punctuated parentheticals as well as multi-

parentheticals, then tagging and implementation should reflect this. Therefore, this thesis

determines pitch specifications for parentheticals and identifies a user-friendly method to

synthesize parentheticals with the acoustic specifications found in this study.

1.2 Research questions

The research questions of this study aim at investigating the connection between

punctuation  and  intonation  for  parentheticals,  the  prosodic  characteristics  of  two

connected  parenthetical  constructions  and  implications  of  these  findings  for  text-to-

speech synthesis. Specifically, the questions are:
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(a) Is the difference in the punctuation of parentheticals  reflected in intonation or

pausing?

(b) If there is a difference, what is its nature?

(c) How do parenthetical phrases acoustically differ from non-parenthetical phrases?

(d) What  is  the effect  on intonation or  pausing when a parenthetical  is  next  to  a

parenthetical?

(e) What effect on intonation or pausing has the embedding of a parenthetical within

a parenthetical?

(f) How  can  the  findings  of  the  acoustic  study  be  integrated  in  text-to-speech

synthesis to improve the naturalness of synthesized speech?

The experiment in this study consists of reading aloud a set of 20 sentences by six

participants, which are recorded for subsequent acoustical analysis. 

1.3 Limitations of the study

Although  reading  aloud  is  not  identical  to  naturally spoken  language (Blauw,

1992; Chafe,1987a; Daly & Zue, 1992), it has been shown that speakers that read aloud

tend to translate the reading of the text into the same prosodic constraints that are used in

natural speech, such as using short intonation units that do not correspond to the rather

longer  punctuation  units  (Chafe,  1987b).  Chafe  concludes  that  reading  aloud  can  be

useful  for  an  investigation  of  how  different  punctuation  marks  are  prosodically

interpreted. Cruttenden (1997) states that the wooden style that informants tend to use

when reading in an experimental setting is a result of the decontextualized environment in

an experiment – as opposed to the situationality in natural speech. Cruttenden concludes

that  intonation  patterns  in  experimental  settings  represent  neutral  intonation  patterns.
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Therefore, reading aloud provides the means to factor out environmental and speaker-

related influences, such as emotional attachment to a statement, and enables one to isolate

what  is  supposed to  be  tested.  For  these  reasons  reading aloud has  been  used as  an

experimental means by many researchers, such as Chafe (1987a), Clark (1999), Hill and

Murray (2000) and Kutik et al. (1983), and is also used in this study. 

Furthermore, investigating parentheticals in spontaneous speech allows no control

over  type and utterance location of  parentheticals.  In fact,  without  control  even large

amounts of speech data may not contain a single parenthetical phrase. A further problem

of using spontaneous speech instead of read speech is, as Wichmann (2000) has pointed

out, that a parenthetical is a parenthetical because of the way it is acoustically treated.

That is, only when the expected acoustic cues for parentheticals are present, the phrase in

question  can  be  identified  as  parenthetical  in  spontaneous  speech,  since  no  written

version of the utterance exists. Thus, what is supposed to be tested is at the same time the

only means of distinguishing parentheticals from other phrases. An experiment of this

nature is circular and is therefore not useful to gain further insights into the intonation of

parentheticals.

The data obtained by the experiment in this study is based on six participants only.

With  such  a  rather  small  number  of  participants,  it  is  difficult  to  cancel  out  all

idiosyncratic effects and results have to be seen as preliminary. However, this study is not

exceptional  with regard to this limitation as it  is common in acoustic research to use

small numbers of participants – usually between two and 10 – such as seven in Kutik et

al. (1983) and seven in Grosz and Hirschberg (1992) as well. 

It  is  beyond  the  scope  of  this  study  to  investigate  all  possible  parenthetical

constructions,  instead  relative-clause  parentheticals  are  primarily  looked  at.  Relative
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clauses are chosen because as clauses they exhibit an internal structure that, unlike one-

word adverbial parentheticals, allows embedding of further parentheticals. Investigating

parentheticals on a broader range has to be left to future research.

There might be the danger that the experiment participants get into a routine when

reading a  set  of  similar  sentences.  This  constitutes  a problem for  an experiment  that

investigates  a  difference  in  intonation  for  sentences  that  differ  only in  punctuation –

although  none  of  the  exact  same  sentences  (disregarding  punctuation)  are  presented

immediately next to each other. This is the reason why six non-parenthetical sentences

were  dispersed  throughout  the  set  of  sentences.  Their  function  is  to  avoid  the

manifestation of a routine. 

1.4 Outline

This  thesis  reports  on  a  current  study  on  the  punctuation  and  intonation  of

parenthetical phrases in English, with a focus on applying the acoustic findings in text-to-

speech  synthesis.  The  thesis  contains  six  parts.  Chapter  two  provides  the  theoretical

background on which this study is based. Chapter three describes the experiment and the

method  of  analysis  used  in  this  study.  The  acoustic  analysis  of  the  experiment  is

presented in chapter four. This includes discussing the findings and answering research

questions (a) to (e). Chapter five presents the implementation of the findings in text-to-

speech systems and, with that, answers research question (f). The last chapter summarizes

the thesis and makes recommendations for future studies. Furthermore, it discusses the

contributions of this thesis to the understanding of the relationship between punctuation

and  intonation  as  well  as  the  acoustic  characteristics  of  sentences  containing

parentheticals and their implementation in text-to-speech synthesis.
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Chapter Two

PARENTHETICALS REVIEWED

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature relevant to the study of a

correlation between punctuation and intonation for parentheticals, and implications for

text-to-speech synthesis. The review begins with a definition of parentheticals, continues

with  a  discussion  of  punctuation  and  intonation  with  respect  to  parentheticals,  and

concludes with a discussion of the treatment of parentheticals in text-to-speech synthesis.

2.1 Definition

Dictionaries  and  scientific  papers  present a  multitude  of  definitions  of  what

parentheticals are. The definitions of dictionaries and style guides usually concentrate on

a writing-based definition,  such as definitions provided in  Gage Canadian dictionary

(Avis et al., 1983) and Merriam-Webster's Guide to Punctuation and Style (MW, 2001).

The Gage dictionary calls them parenthesis  and defines  parenthesis  as “a word,

phrase,  or  sentence,  inserted  within  a  sentence  to  explain  or  qualify something,  and

usually set  off  by brackets1,  commas  or  dashes.  A  parenthesis  is  not  grammatically

essential to the sentence it is in.” (Avis et al., 1983, p. 823)

1 Different sources use different labels to denote the punctuation marks “(” and “)”. Style guides usually call
these ‘parentheses,’ while the GAGE dictionary calls them ‘brackets.’ Linguistic sources, such as Nunberg
(1990), also call them ‘brackets’ to avoid confusion with the linguistic structure ‘parenthesis.’ This thesis
adopts the linguistic labeling method.
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MW (2001) defines parenthetical  elements as explanatory or modifying words,

phrases  or  sentences  inserted in  a  passage.  They are  set  off  by brackets,  commas or

dashes. Examples are (MW, 2001, p. 333):

(2) a) A ruling by the FCC (Federal Communications Commission). . . .

b) All of us, to tell the truth, were amazed.

c) The examiner chose – goodness knows why – to ignore it.

Similarly, in scientific papers researchers remark upon the formal independence of

the  inserted  clause  from the  main  clause  (Altenberg, 1987),  since parentheticals  "are

semantically unimportant in the context in which they occur" (Meyer, 1987, p. 66). With

respect to intonation, a "parenthesis interrupts the prosodic flow of the frame utterance"

(Bolinger, 1989, p. 185), primarily through a lower and narrower pitch range than the

surrounding sentence contour (Bolinger, 1989; Cruttenden, 1997; Crystal, 1969; Grosz &

Hirschberg 1992; Kutik et al. 1983, O’Shaughnessy, 1990; Wichmann 2000). At the end

of the parenthetical, there is a reset to the pitch range and level of the frame utterance, i.e.

the sentence continues as if there were no parenthetical inserted.

In conclusion, a parenthetical can be any grammatical structure from a word to a

sentence  and  provides  additional  explanatory  information  to  the  frame  sentence  or

expresses an opinion. It is set off by punctuation or, in speech, by a lower and narrower

pitch range than the surrounding sentence contour. When a parenthetical is removed from

a sentence, the sentence stays fully intact with respect to semantics, syntax and prosody.

The  coinciding  boundary  marking  of  parentheticals  through  punctuation  and

intonation  leads  to  the  question  whether  different  punctuation  marks  around
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parentheticals correspond to different intonation patterns. To answer that question is one

of the goals of this study.

2.2 Punctuation

In writing, parentheticals are set off by either commas, dashes or brackets. Hence,

different punctuation marks function as visually marking the boundary of parentheticals.

Historically, punctuation  emerged as  an indicator  of  prosody in  written  language but

evolved over the centuries into its modern form of marking a set of prosodic, syntactic

and  semantic  boundaries  (Meyer,  1987;  Chafe,  1987a;  Nunberg,  1990).  Its  popular

reputation is that punctuation "is arbitrary, unmotivated, and governed by rules that make

no particular sense" (Chafe, 1987b, p. 1). Hence the treatment of punctuation has been

left to style guides and not seen worthy of linguistic investigation. That view has changed

recently as researchers such as Meyer (1987) and Nunberg (1990) have been pointing out

that we shouldn't just know how to punctuate but also why we punctuate that way. The

prescriptive  treatment  of  punctuation  in  style  guides  and  printers'  manuals  does  not

provide the answer to that question. Instead, a descriptive, linguistic treatment is needed.

Meyer (1987) provides a survey of the American usage of punctuation for English.

He investigates the relationship of punctuation to syntax, semantics and prosody and lays

out a hierarchy for punctuation marks. This hierarchy categorizes punctuation marks into

different levels according to the nature of the grammatical units that they set off. For

instance, the period, question mark and exclamation mark are members of the same level,

since the grammatical unit they set off is the sentence, while the comma is assigned to a

different level as it only sets off grammatical units below the sentence level. However,

although Meyer calls for a formalized grammar of punctuation usage, he does not provide
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one in his book. This has subsequently been undertaken by Nunberg (1990). Nunberg lays

out rules for punctuation in different environments and in relation to each other. One of

the rules involves the promotion of comma to semicolon when items containing commas

are conjoined (Nunberg, 1990, p. 44):

(3) Among the speakers were Jon; Ed; Rachel, a linguist; and Shirley.

Meyer's and Nunberg's publications  were the  starting point  for more intensive

linguistic research on punctuation. Nunberg's rules have been built on, commented on and

improved by subsequent research (Bayraktar et al., 1998; Doran, 2000; Say & Akman,

1998, 1996; White, 1995). Especially, researchers on natural language processing have

been extending on this research (Briscoe, 1994, 1996; Carroll et al., 1998; Jones, 1994a,

1994b;  Reed & Long, 1997;  Say & Akman,  1997).  For example,  Jones  (1994b) and

Briscoe (1994) report that the performance of text parsers is greatly improved if a text is

punctuated, as compared to an unpunctuated text. This shows that punctuation is not just

included in  a text  because  a style  guide prescribes  it  but  because it  helps the  reader

understand a text. This makes it an important part of written language and, as many of the

researchers point out, a thorough investigation into the theory of punctuation is needed.

Chafe (1987a) reports that often punctuation is not viewed as a linguistic system

in its own right, because punctuation is assumed to merely closely reflect the prosodic

boundaries of spoken language. However, a comma cannot be inserted between a subject

and a predicate, as in (4a), although a pause at the comma might seem natural (Bolinger,

1975; Chafe, 1987a; Hill & Murray 2000). From a grammatical point of view, that makes

sense since there is also no comma in the same sentence with a shorter subject, as in (4b).
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However, because there is no pause after the subject, the absence of the comma in (4b) is

unquestioned.

(4) a. *The man over there in the corner, is obviously drunk. (Quirk et al., 1985, p. 

     1619)

b. *The man, is obviously drunk.

Thus, punctuation is not automatically forced by prosody nor is its use restricted

to locations that are prosodic boundaries. Rather, while punctuation captures some of the

writers prosodic intent, it is also placed at grammatical boundaries that are not at the same

time prosodic ones, such as the comma in (Chafe, 1987a, p. 6):

(5) . . . red, white and blue. . . .

The intonational differences involved in setting off parentheticals by bracket, dash

or comma have not been investigated yet, such as in:

(6) a. We saw the movie, which had been banned in Boston, but were unimpressed.

b. We saw the movie – which had been banned in Boston – but were unimpressed.

c. We saw the movie (which had been banned in Boston) but were unimpressed.

Note  that  it  is  assumed  that  it  is  known  which  movie  is  talked  about.  Hence,  the

parenthetical relative clause in (6a) is non-restrictive. If it were restrictive, i.e. the phrase
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after movie defines what movie is talked about, there would be no comma between movie

and which. 

As discussed in Chapter One, style guides such as  Merriam-Webster's Guide to

punctuation  and  style (2001)  and  the  CP  Stylebook (1984)  note  that  the  choice  of

punctuation is not arbitrary but reflects the intention of the author with regard to how the

parenthetical information relates to the rest of the sentence. For instance, dashes are used

to set  off parenthetical elements  that  are "more digressive  than elements set  off  with

commas but less digressive than elements set off by parentheses" (MW, 2001: 26).

The aim of this thesis is to provide evidence that there is no distinctive acoustic

and perceptual difference for these punctuation marks when they are read aloud, which is

what Nunberg (1990) predicts but has never been proven. As a consequence, this thesis

lays out the acoustical nature of parentheticals as they need to be implemented by text-to-

speech synthesis systems. The following section reviews the current state of knowledge

about the intonation of parentheticals before its integration into text-to-speech synthesis is

discussed in section 2.4.

2.3 Intonation

Parentheticals are a sentence structure phenomenon which convey explanatory or

commentary information. They are often used in speech to insert an additional thought

and are clearly perceived as such by the listener. Hence, they exhibit distinctive prosodic

characteristics.

Intonation is “the sound pattern of speech produced by differences in stress and

pitch” (Avis et al., 1983, p. 611). Bolinger (1989), Cruttenden (1997) and Crystal (1969)

provide comprehensive discussions of intonation. They all report  that parentheticals in
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English exhibit a lower-leveled and narrower pitch range than the surrounding sentence

constituents, but none of these studies include a discussion of an acoustic study to back

this up. However, there seems to be a general consensus in the literature that these are the

two  main  features  of  parentheticals  (Grosz  & Hirschberg,  1992;  Kutik  et  al.,  1983;

O’Shaughnessy,  1990;  Wichmann,  2000).  These  prosodic  characteristics  for

parentheticals are not restricted to English but have been found in other languages as

well, such as Danish (Hansen, 2002) and for males in French (Fagyal, 2002).

Grosz and Hirschberg (1992) investigated intonational characteristics of discourse

structure through an experiment that involved labeling discourse structure in a text. In the

experiment, one group was labeling a punctuated text. A second group labeled the same

text with all except sentence-final punctuation removed, but they were also supplied with

an acoustic recording of the text. The study showed that labeling performance improves

when an acoustic recording of the text is provided along with it. Hence, this supports their

hypothesis that discourse structure is marked intonationally. Parentheticals were one of

the  structures  they  used  to  measure  labeling  performance.  Through  identifying  the

acoustic  cues  that  the  experiment  participants  used  to  label  a  sentence  part  as

parenthetical, Grosz and Hirschberg found that parentheticals are marked intonationally

with a compressed pitch range and a decrease in intensity. 

Similarly,  Wichmann  (2000)  points  out  that  parentheticals  can  primarily  be

identified by the way a word, phrase or clause is prosodically implemented. That is, the

means  to  distinguish  a  parenthetical  from  other  structures  is  not  inherent  in  the

morphology and syntax of the word, phrase or clause itself. “However, some kinds of

structures are more capable of being treated parenthetically than others. These include co-

ordinated noun phrases, tag exclamations, adverbials, relative clauses, elliptical clauses,
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reporting verb groups, and amplificatory phrases” (Wichmann, 2000, p. 95). Hence, it is

not part-of-speech or syntax that defines a parenthetical but semantics and corresponding

prosodic implementation. Wichmann suggests two possible prosodic characteristics that

might be useful for further explorations of parentheticals. The first one is the prosodic

coherence of the utterance if  the parenthetical  element were removed, and the second

characteristic is the change in pitch range (Wichmann, 2000: 99). Correspondingly, these

are the factors that Kutik et al. (1983) investigated. 

In their study on the acoustics of parentheticals, Kutik et al. presented experiment

participants with a set of seven sentences that featured a parenthetical construction of

increasing length over the course of the text. The examples in (7) show the difference

between shortest and longest construction.

(7) Examples of Kutik et al.'s parentheticals (Kutik et al., 1983, p. 1732)

a. shortest: The clock in the church, it occurred to Clark, chimed just as he began

    to talk.

b: longest: The clock in the church, it never in a million years would have 

    occurred  to the absent-minded Clark, chimed just as he began to talk.

These sentences were read aloud  by subjects  and recorded.  In the  subsequent

acoustic  analysis the  researchers  were looking at  the  change of  pitch  range over  the

utterances. The F0 contour of a sentence consists of high and low pitch values that are

enveloped by topline and baseline. The topline is a derivative of the upper end of the

pitch range in an utterance, i.e. it delineates the series of high peaks. The baseline is a

derivative of the lower end of the pitch range in an utterance. The effect of parentheticals
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on overall topline declination and the nature of the topline of the parenthetical were the

focus of Kutik et al.'s study. The study shows that the falling topline is interrupted during

the insertion of a parenthetical into the sentence and that at the end of the parenthetical

interruption, the topline resumes its initial declination pattern. This shows that despite the

interruption,  the  prosodic coherence of  the main sentence is  not  compromised by the

presence or absence of a parenthetical, as it was also suggested by Wichmann (2000).

Furthermore, Kutik et al.'s research indicates that the parenthetical has its own lower-set

topline. The fall to a lower topline at the beginning and then reset to original topline at the

end shows that there is a clear acoustic borderline at both ends of the parenthetical –

marked by punctuation in the written language. A lower topline results in a low, narrow

pitch range for parentheticals, corresponding to what has been stated by Bolinger (1986),

Cruttenden (1997), Crystal (1969), Grosz and Hirschberg (1992) and Wichmann (2000).

However, Kutik et al. only investigate comma-enclosed parentheticals and do not look at

other parenthetical punctuation, such as brackets (parenthesis) and dashes. Furthermore,

they don't investigate a parenthetical embedded within a parenthetical and parentheticals

side by side, which are further cases that this thesis investigates. 

Wichmann (2000) criticizes Kutik et al.'s study with regard to the unnatural length

of  some  of  their  parenthetical  structures  and  their  use  of  comment  clauses  only.

Consequently, this thesis uses much shorter parenthetical constructions. Furthermore, this

thesis investigates mainly relative clauses as an alternative. Relative clauses are chosen

because  as  clauses  they exhibit  an  internal  structure  that,  unlike  one-word  adverbial

parentheticals, allows embedding of further parentheticals. Additionally, it is beyond the

scope of this thesis to investigate all possible parenthetical structures. 
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None  of  the  sources  reports  on  a  pausing  characteristic  at  the  boundaries  of

parenthetical phrases. On pausing as a boundary marker, Cruttenden (1997) states that

“pause does not always mark intonation boundaries nor are intonation boundaries always

marked by pause” (Cruttenden, 1997, p. 32). Nevertheless, whether this general statement

on pausing as boundary marker also applies to parentheticals is investigated in this thesis

as part of the acoustic analysis in Chapter Four.

The  findings  of  the  investigation  in  this  thesis  have  implications  on  the

relationship between punctuation and intonation, but also on the integration and acoustic

implementation of parentheticals in text-to-speech synthesis – which is reviewed in the

following section. 

2.4 Text-to-speech synthesis

Modeling intonation plays an important part in achieving naturalness for speech

generated by text-to-speech synthesis systems. There is a wide range of systems whose

methods range from strategies that use dictionaries of speech sounds in conjunction with

a set of prosodic rules for producing the F0 contour to providing markup in the text to

guide contour generation. 

To synthesize parentheticals, the text-to-speech system has to be able to identify a

parenthetical as such in a text. Furthermore, the system has to be able to encode acoustic

specifications for a detected parenthetical into the prosodic instructions to the synthesizer.

The  synthesizer is  the  part  of  the  system that  converts  the  encoded information into

acoustic signals, a process that is not a focus of this thesis. Thus, the detection stage and

the encoding stage are the focus for the discussion of synthesizing parentheticals with

different speech synthesis systems.
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There are different ways of sentence structure detection that range from automatic

detection through a parser to annotation by hand. Pierrehumbert (1981), Tatham et al.

(1999, 1998) and Taylor (2000) use recorded readings of the text  as the input  that is

analyzed with respect to prosodic parameters, such as extent and duration of a rising or

falling  pitch  (Taylor,  2000).  These  parameters  are  then  modeled  into  an  intonation

contour that most closely resembles the intonation contour of the input. Following this,

the modeled contour is resynthesized. These speech synthesis systems are developed for

carrying out research on modeling intonation contours. Comparing the original recording

and the synthesized output is useful for investigating where our knowledge about pitch

contours is still insufficient to make the synthesized signal identical to the recorded one.

Since these systems cannot use text as the input, they are not true text-to-speech systems

as this study is looking for. 

Dutoit (1997), Edgington et al. (1996a, 1996b) and Westall et al. (1998) provide a

description of the procedures involved in  most  commercial text-to-speech systems. In

these  systems,  a  preprocessor  first  identifies  the  individual  words  and  the  end  of  a

sentence,  processes  punctuation  marks,  such  as  periods  involved  in  abbreviations,

recognizes acronyms and converts numbers into words. It also removes any sentence-

internal punctuation. Thus, the presence of sentence-internal punctuation in the input text

is  neglected  in  the  following  text  analysis.  The  preprocessing  task  is  called  text

normalization.  Preprocessing  is  followed  by the  syntactic  parse.  With  the  help  of  a

dictionary, the system identifies the part-of-speech of each word and uses the sequence of

words to derive a structural analysis of the sentence with respect to syntax. Algorithms

are used  to  predict  the  most  likely prosodic  structure  based  on  the  phrase  structures

identified by the syntactic analysis. The pronunciation of the segments of each word is
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achieved through a set of letter-to-sound rules or, for more frequent words, the entire

word can be stored in a dictionary. Some systems also use syllable dictionaries to capture

inter-syllabic transitions from one speech sound to the next in less frequent words.

Parentheticals  exhibit  no  unique  syntactic  structure.  Hence,  they  cannot  be

identified by the syntactic parser of these text-to-speech systems. As a consequence, these

systems do not synthesize parentheticals differently from non-parenthetical phrases. This

makes commercial text-to-speech systems unsuitable for incorporating the findings of this

study.

The  dependency  parser  (Lindström  et  al.,  1996)  improves  the  syntactic

investigation of a text by identifying head-modifier relations in addition to part of speech.

This provides a better method to determine the position and prominence of pitch accents

than  simple  part-of-speech  tagging  as  performed  by  the  commercial  text-to-speech

systems discussed above. Pitch accents are the pitch peaks of an intonation contour. They

indicate prominent syllables and words (Cruttenden, 1997). Similarly, Hirschberg (1995)

introduces  decision-tree  algorithms in  addition  to  part-of-speech tags to  predict  pitch

accents. The decision tree takes focus and function/content word distinction into account,

as well as whether a thought is new or has already been introduced previously. However,

Hirschberg’s  and  Lindström’s  methods  both  do  not  improve  the  detection  of

parentheticals, since parentheticals neither feature a particular part-of-speech combination

nor a particular pitch accent trend. 

The same criticism applies to Wang and Hirschberg (1995), who present a method

for  predicting  intonational  boundaries from text  using decision  trees that  use part-of-

speech information, syntactic constituency as well as predicted pitch accents. These trees

are primarily based on likelihood decisions, such as that phrase boundaries can rarely be
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found  after  function  words.  Taking  only  syntactic  phrase  structure  and  pitch  accent

structure into account, these decision trees are not able to register whether a boundary-

enclosed  phrase  is  a  parenthetical  or  not.  What  is  needed  for  the  detection  of

parentheticals by text parsers are parsing methods that go beyond syntactical analysis.

The  SPRUCE  (SPeech  Response  from  UnConstrained  English)  text-to-speech

system (Tatham & Lewis, 1996, 1992) uses a parser that performs a syntactic parse as

well  as  a  semantic  parse.  The semantic  parse  identifies  logical  relationships  between

words and between sentences. Based on the syntactic and semantic parses, a system of

rules  determines  the  most  plausible  intonation  contour  for  each  sentence.  A  syllable

dictionary provides the phonetic specifications for each syllable as well as some of the

words.  For  the  synthesis  output,  these  phonetic  specifications  are  overlaid  with  the

intonation contour. However, as the authors admit, embedded phrases like parentheticals

require information that is not available from the input text through the parser (Tatham &

Lewis, 1992). The semantic parse of this system is not sophisticated enough to identify

higher-level discourse structure to detect parentheticals.

Efforts are undertaken to create parsers that can identify discourse structure such

as the rhetorical parser by Marcu (1997, 1998, 1999). There are two algorithms at work in

the rhetorical  parser. The first  parses  the  text  and identifies  cue phrases, such as  the

conjunction  although,  as  potential  discourse  markers.  Furthermore,  it  identifies

punctuation  marks  as  discourse  markers  and,  with  that,  makes  use  of  the  fact  “that

discourse structural information can be inferred from the orthographic cues in [a] text,

such as . . . punctuation” (Hirschberg & Nakatani, 1996, p. 286). The second algorithm

uses the presence of discourse markers to identify the discourse structure that they entail

or introduce. For instance, the words between two dashes are identified as a parenthetical
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phrase if no sentence-final punctuation is encountered before the second dash. Although

this procedure can identify most parentheticals, it disregards the possibility of a bracket or

comma-delimited parenthetical phrase embedded within the dash-delimited parenthetical

phrase.

The rhetorical parser is not presented as being a component of a text-to-speech

system. Although integrating rhetorical parsing into commercial text-to-speech systems

could provide the means to improve the naturalness of structures like parentheticals in

synthesized speech, no such system exists to date. This and the fact that the rhetorical

parser neglects the occurrences of embedded parentheticals make it necessary to look for

alternative parenthetical detection methods.

To improve the naturalness of synthesized speech, it is important to get the system

to  a  level  that  it  “understands”  what  is  says. As  researchers  (Childers  et  al.,  1998;

O’Shaughnessy,  1990;  Tatham  &  Lewis,  1992)  have  pointed  out,  the  lack  of

understanding of what is said is a key factor in the problem of achieving naturalness.

Identifying  the  discourse  structure  is  an  important  step  to  understanding.  Since  the

discourse  structure  cannot  be  automatically  identified  in  any existing  text-to-speech

system  to  date,  it  has  to  be  supplied  through  annotation.  By using  annotation,  the

knowledge of discourse structure is delivered with the text to the text-to-speech system.

This way a parenthetical phrase can be identified by the system by being appropriately

labeled.

One of the goals of this thesis is to find a system that synthesizes an unknown text

on the spot. This is important for applications such as a computer reading an email to a

blind person. For such a task, it is not feasible to have someone go through every text that

is to be synthesized and label it  appropriately before it  can be supplied to a synthesis
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system. This is the method though that many research-oriented systems use, because for

them, on-the-spot synthesis is not important. An example for this is the text-to-speech

system  discussed  by  Pierrehumbert  (1981),  which  involves  phonetic  annotation.

Pierrehumbert points out that in any text-to-speech system, the computer must assign an

F0 contour without understanding what the text is saying. Therefore, it is necessary "to

design  an  input  which  encodes  appropriately  the  knowledge  about  a  sentence"

(Pierrehumbert,  1981, p.  986),  such as by using annotation or markup.  The synthesis

program then translates this knowledge with a set of rules into an intonation contour. In

Pierrehumbert's model the input to the text-to-speech program "is a string of phonemes,

annotated with durations, phrase boundaries, and target levels" (Pierrehumbert, 1981, p.

989).  Rather  than  annotating  discourse  structure,  this  model  integrates  the  prosodic

consequences of the discourse structure directly into the text  through tags that feature

phonetic specifications such as pause duration.

This model results in improved naturalness of the synthesized speech but has the

disadvantage that it requires a third-person annotator. Furthermore, it is not very efficient

for general usage, because the annotator must possess a deep understanding of phonetics

to  make  the  required  specifications  in  the  annotation.  Additionally,  the  model  is  not

useful  for  parentheticals,  because  there  is  no option  for  pitch range change within  a

sentence as it is needed for parentheticals.

There are other methods of annotating, namely annotating higher-level structure

instead of specific pitch values. One such method is discussed by Hitzeman et al. (1999).

They argue for annotating using linguistic tags, such as "predicative" – meaning that the

entity under discussion is predicative. The advantage of linguistic tags over prosodic tags,

such as "pitch," is  that  higher-level linguistic tags allow a synthesizer to prosodically
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interpret  the tags according to  its  own settings.  Hence, linguistic  tags are synthesizer

independent and require no specific phonetic knowledge. Similarly, Möhler and Mayer

(2001, 2002) present the idea of concept-to-speech where discourse structure information,

such as elaboration, which indicates that a part of the text provides additional detail, is

given in the markup. An algorithm converts the discourse structure first to phonological

registers  and then to pitch range values. Both Hitzeman et al. and Möhler and Mayer

propose the use of XML (eXtensible Markup Language) tags. XML is a commonly used

Internet  standard  for  marking  up  structure  and  meaning  in  documents  (Hunt,  2000).

Consequently, XML was the choice to base specific speech markup languages on, such as

JSML (Java Speech Markup Language) and SABLE2.

As with markup standards in general, a browser interprets the document with its

markup to determine the proper display of the document. In the case of creating speech

output, a voice browser is used. Style sheets that are linked to a document to provide

speech style specifics can be retrieved from the network by the browser (Heavener, 2002).

For a speech synthesis system that uses speech markup such as JSML or SABLE as input,

the voice browser converts the original document, such as an HTML (HyperText Markup

Language) document, into a JSML or SABLE document. The resulting document is then

used by the synthesizer to generate speech by interpreting the speech markup with the

help of an XML processor. 

What  the  voice  browser  does  is  interpret  all  markup  into  speech-production

markup, such as SABLE, using Aural Cascaded Style Sheets (ACSS). ACSS are a set of

specifications  that  define how text  enclosed by a particular  tag should be  interpreted

(Sproat & Raman, 1999). For instance, using ACSS the voice browser converts HTML

2 SABLE is not an acronym but the name is tentative and may be changed at some time.
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<H1> Introduction </H1> into  SABLE  <PITCH BASE=“lowest” RANGE=“80%”>

<EMPH LEVEL=“0.5”> Introduction  </EMPH></PITCH> (EMPH = emphasis).  In

other words, the voice browser rewrites the document, which then can be interpreted by

the text-to-speech system. Figure 2.1 displays the steps for the text-to-speech generation

process involving SABLE speech markup.

    HTML/XML/SABLE    -->    Voice/Audio Browser     -->    Text-to-speech System
      Document + ACSS    [Converts HTML/XML           [Interprets SABLE text]

into SABLE]

Figure 2.1. A model for using ACSS and SABLE (Sproat & Raman, 1999, p. 5).

SABLE markup can already be contained in the original document. In the case of

structural  SABLE tags,  these  are  converted to  phonetic  SABLE tags.  For  instance,  a

structural tag <DIV TYPE=“x-tl”>, which marks the boundary at the end of a line in a

table, can be converted to phonetic markup that marks the presence of the boundary in

auditory terms (Sproat & Raman, 1999). Hence, marking the boundary in an abstract way

leads, nonetheless, to a specific speech output. In the case of phonetic SABLE markup,

such as <PITCH RANGE=“-20%”>, in the original document, the tag is left as it is.

JSML (Hunt, 2000) provides the means for structural markup, such as marking a

sequence  of  words  as  a  "sentence,"  but  also  markup  to  control  the  production  of

synthesized speech, such as providing specific pitch control. With this, JSML provides a

system of tags that give professionals the tools to fine-tune intonation contours, as well as

tools for a non-professional audience. Thus, it combines Pierrehumbert's annotation of

phonetic detail with Hitzeman et al. and Möhler and Mayer's proposal for higher-level
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annotation. However, there is no higher-level markup available for parentheticals. The

only way to markup parentheticals with JSML is to use pitch-specific tags to capture the

parenthetical pitch changes. 

The  advantage of  annotation  is  that  it  is  the  author  (person  or  machine)  that

supplies  markup  with  the  text  during  the  text  creation  process.  Thus,  the  intended

discourse structure – which, of course, is  known to the author – does not have to be

identified later by a parser (as discussed) or different person (Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992;

Syrdal & Hirschberg, 2001). This is particularly useful for parentheticals, since authors

know which phrases are intended to be parenthetical. 

SABLE (Sproat et al., 1998; Sproat & Raman, 1999; “SABLE,” n.d.) has been

developed as an improved speech markup standard that is based on JSML and STML

(Spoken Text Markup Language). Consequently, SABLE is very similar to JSML in the

composition and use of tags as well as goals, such as providing a markup standard that is

synthesizer independent because the XML processor renders the document synthesizer

ready.  Like  JSML,  SABLE  provides  no  specific  structure  tag  for  parentheticals  but

enables  annotation  of  parentheticals  through  prosodic  tags,  such  as  <PITCH

BASE="-20%" RANGE=“small”> parenthetical </PITCH>. BASE refers to the baseline

pitch  which  represents  the  normal  minimum pitch  of  a  sentence  and  is  lowered  for

parentheticals. 

However, if prosodic tags are the only option, then both SABLE and JSML still

require prosodic knowledge to markup a parenthetical. A structural tag for parentheticals,

such  as  <parenthesis  high/low>,  has  been proposed by Mertens  (2002).  Nonetheless,

creating a separate tag is not necessary within the SABLE markup scheme. Since SABLE

has been designed to be extendible, the value  parenthetical can be added as a possible
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value of the attribute TYPE of the DIV (division) element in the SABLE markup scheme.

The  parenthetical  can  then  generally  be  tagged  as  <DIV  TYPE=“parenthetical”>

parenthetical  </DIV> and  intonation  specifics  come  into  play  when  the  synthesizer

interprets the tag.  

Applications of SABLE can be found in the speech production for an automatic

teaching agent for children, as discussed by Wouters et al. (1999), as well as the German

text-to-speech system MARY (Modular Architecture for Research on speech sYnthesis)

(Schröder & Trouvain, 2001).

This thesis aims at investigating the prosodic correlation to differently punctuated

parentheticals.  The results  of  the  acoustic  study are  used to  propose  specifics  for  an

incorporation  of  parentheticals  as  part  of  the  structural  SABLE markup,  as  well  as

accurate implementation by the synthesizer. 
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Chapter Three 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 This chapter discusses the experiment setup and method of analysis. The results 

of the analysis are presented in chapter four. 

The purpose of this thesis is to further our understanding of the pronunciation of 

sentences that contain one or more parentheticals and to discuss how these findings can 

be integrated into text-to-speech systems. In particular, this study seeks to provide 

evidence that the use of different punctuation marks does not change the way 

parentheticals are spoken. 

   To achieve these goals, an experiment has been conducted in which three female 

and three male speakers of Canadian English read 20 sentences each. The participants are 

university students and between 20 and 35 years old. They are volunteers, chosen for 

their willingness to read aloud 20 sentences which are recorded for an acoustic analysis. 

Each participant was recorded in a single individual session. 

 Before the experiment, each participant was given a short text about 

parentheticals and how their meaning is interpreted differently when different 

punctuation marks are used. This was done to bring each student to the same level of 

knowledge about parentheticals. The text is given in Appendix A. 

 The experiment consisted of reading aloud a set of 20 sentences. The list of 

sentences is provided in Appendix B. Each sentence contains the frame sentence "We 

went to the movie but were unimpressed." Following Nunberg (1990), parenthetical and 

non-parenthetical phrases are inserted into the frame sentence between the first clause 
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(ending with movie) and the second clause (beginning with but). Thirteen of the 20 

sentences contain differently punctuated parenthetical phrases that are inserted into the 

frame sentence. Additionally to the 13 parenthetical sentences, there is an instance of the 

frame sentence on its own (to get a control recording of the frame sentence itself) and six 

sentences that contain non-parenthetical constructions. The non-parenthetical sentences 

will be used for a direct comparison between parenthetical and non-parenthetical phrases. 

Furthermore, the non-parenthetical sentences are dispersed throughout the set of 

sentences to avoid the manifestation of a reading-parentheticals-routine by the 

participants. Each sentence was read twice to increase the chance of obtaining at least one 

instance of each sentence that is free of reading errors. For the analysis, only one speech 

sample of a particular sentence was chosen for every speaker. 

 The participants read the sentences in an acoustically treated room at the 

University of Victoria's Phonetics Laboratory. The microphone in the room is connected 

to a personal computer. The speech samples are digitized onto the computer at 22,050 

samples per second, 16-bit, using Cool Edit Pro LE, manufactured by Syntrillium 

Software Corporation.  

 The recordings are analyzed using Praat, version 3.9.9 ((c) 1999-2000 by Paul 

Boersma and David Weenink). This software allows one to display the intonation contour 

for a speech signal and it provides options for queries and measurements on the signal, 

such as maximum and minimum pitch values in a chosen interval. The software cannot 

identify phrase boundaries itself. Rather, these have to be determined by the person who 

is carrying out the analysis. They are determined by listening to the sentence and noting 

at which part of the contour the phrase boundaries occurred. On the screen the phrase can 
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then be encompassed by cursors and the maximum and minimum pitch values of the 

encompassed interval can be measured using one of the functions in Praat.  Hence, this 

software provides the means to investigate topline (the upper boundary of a phrase, i.e. 

the maximum pitch value), baseline (the lower boundary, which is based on the minimum 

pitch value) and pitch range (the difference between maximum and minimum pitch) in a 

phrase. As discussed above, these are the three acoustic features to look for when 

comparing parentheticals to non-parentheticals.  

 How the pitch contour of a sentence translates into topline and baseline is 

illustrated in Figure 3.1. Part (a) of the figure shows the pitch contour of sentence 2 

spoken by the female subject SHO as displayed by Praat. Part (b) shows how this contour 

translates into phrasal toplines and baselines after the measurements have been converted 

to a graph using Microsoft Excel (version 97). In this study all pitch values have been 

rounded to the nearest full Hertz value. 

 Note that in Figure 3.1 Part (a), as well as all following Praat displays, the 

temporal alignment of the graphics display is condensed in the lower display. That 

amplitude peaks (top display) and pitch peaks (bottom display) do not line up are not an 

inaccuracy of the measurement algorithm but can be explained the nature of Praat's 

redisplay algorithm. As discussed below, pitch artifacts have been dealt with.  
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(a) “We saw the movie | that had been banned in Boston, | but were unimpressed.” 

 

 
(b) Topline/baseline representation of (a). 

Figure 3.1. A pitch contour and its corresponding topline/baseline representation. 
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 Praat default settings were used in all measurements, except for two categories of 

the pitch settings. Firstly, in the pitch settings window the time steps were increased from 

100 to 1000. What this means is that instead of partitioning the speech signal displayed 

on the screen into 100 units only and extrapolating the pitch contour from that, the signal 

is partitioned into 1000 units for extrapolation. The default setting of 100 did not provide 

sufficient accuracy. Secondly, Praat’s default setting for pitch range analyses is 70 Hz to 

500 Hz. However, due to frequent outliers, a pitch range of 75 Hz to 225 Hz was chosen 

for males and 140 Hz to 300 Hz for females. Figure 3.2 shows that the default range of 

75-500 Hz creates outliers in the female data, while a 140-300 Hz analysis range is able 

to cut them off for females. Figure 3.3 shows that 75-500 Hz also creates outliers in the 

male data, while a 75-225 Hz analysis range is able to cut them off for males. 
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(a) 70-500 Hz analysis range pitch contour of sentence 4 for female subject SUZ 

 

 
(b) 140-300 Hz analysis range pitch contour of sentence 4 for female subject SUZ 

 
Figure 3.2. Comparison of 70-500 Hz and 140-300 Hz analysis pitch ranges for females. 

70-500 Hz is producing outliers, whereas 140-300 Hz does not.   
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(a) 70-500 Hz analysis range pitch contour of sentence 3 for male subject GRE  

 

 
(b) 75-225 Hz analysis range pitch contour of sentence 3 for male subject GRE 

 
Figure 3.3. Comparison of 70-500 Hz and 75-225 Hz analysis pitch ranges for males.  

70-500 Hz is producing outliers, whereas 75-225 Hz does not.  
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 For a few sentences the chosen analysis ranges still produced outliers. However, 

choosing a smaller range for all sentences creates distortion effects in many of the other 

sentences. Thus, different analysis pitch ranges have been used for the following male 

sentences: AAR’s sentence 3 (used: 75 Hz to 190 Hz) and CRA’s sentence 2, 17 and 20 

(used: 75 Hz to 200 Hz). Furthermore, the data of the parentheticals in AAR’s sentences 

10 and 15 had to be taken out.  

The analysis of topline, baseline and pitch range is discussed in section 1 of 

chapter four. Throughout the analysis the first part of the frame sentence, i.e. “we saw the 

movie,” has been labeled ‘fr(a)’ and the second part of the frame sentence, i.e. “but were 

unimpressed,” has been labeled ‘fr(b).’ The part between fr(a) and fr(b) has either been 

labeled ‘non-par’ for non-parenthetical phrases or ‘par’ when there is only one 

parenthetical embedded in the frame sentence. In the case of two sequential 

parentheticals, the first one has been labeled ‘par1’ and the second ‘par2.’ In the case of 

two nested parentheticals, the first part of the outer parenthetical has been labeled 

‘par1(a),’ the second part of the outer parentheticals has been labeled ‘par1(b),’ and the 

nested parenthetical has been labeled ‘par2.’ Hence, for a nested two-parenthetical, such 

as “We saw the movie – Jane (who knows the director) insisted on going – but were 

unimpressed,” the sequence is: fr(a) / par1(a) / par2 / par1(b) / fr(b).   

 Although researchers did not report that parentheticals are distinct from other 

phrases through pausing, this study took the opportunity to also have a look at a possibly 

distinct pausing pattern for parentheticals. Pause length has been determined by 

measuring the interval of quietness between phrases using Praat. All pause values have 

been rounded to the nearest 10th of a second as the difficulty in detecting the exact 
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location of pause boundaries did not allow greater precision. The analysis of the pauses is 

discussed in section 4.2. 

 There are further measures that are not reported by previous research but can be 

investigated by this study, such as amplitude as well as mean pitch and pitch variance. 

However, rather than exploring further ways of distinguishing parentheticals, the focus of 

this study is to look at multi-parentheticals as well as the significance of parenthetical 

punctuation and compare results to previous findings.  
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Chapter Four 

ANALYSIS 

 

 This chapter presents the outcome of the experiment. Section 4.1 discusses the 

analysis results with respect to pitch and section 4.2 presents analysis results with respect 

to pausing. 

 

4.1 Pitch 

 Leading to a comparison of parentheticals and non-parentheticals in 4.1.4, this 

section first discusses non-parenthetical pitch results in 4.1.1, followed by a discussion of 

single-parentheticals in 4.1.2 and of  sentences with two adjacent or nested parentheticals 

in 4.1.3.  

 

4.1.1 Non-parentheticals 

 As part of the experiment, six non-parenthetical sentences have been recorded. Of 

these, sentences 7, 11 and 14 are unpunctuated, whereas sentences 2, 5 and 17 are 

punctuated with a comma between the medial phrase (non-par) and fr(b).  

 Figure 4.1 displays the maximum and minimum pitch levels for each 

unpunctuated non-parenthetical sentence (sentences 7, 11 and 14) for both females and 

males. An example is sentence 7: 

 

(8)  Sentence 7 

 “We saw the movie on the opening night but were unimpressed.” 
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Figure 4.1 shows that females generally have a much higher pitch level than 

males. Furthermore, for both females and males the pitch level declines over the course 

of the sentence as both topline and baseline decline. While the topline drops relatively 

evenly over the course of the sentence for females and in a ratio of 2:1 for males, the 

baseline drops steeply between fr(a) and the medial phrase and then stays almost level 

between the medial phrase and fr(b). The values displayed throughout the analysis are 

averaged numbers of all three female speakers and averaged numbers of all three male 

speakers. In the legends used throughout this analysis, the topline has been named “hi” 

and the topline “lo.” This has been done to provide more space for the actual graphic.  

 

 
Figure 4.1. Toplines and baselines for female and male unpunctuated non-parenthetical 
sentences. 
 

 

Figure 4.2 shows the pitch ranges that result from the differences between the 

toplines and baselines displayed in Figure 4.1. It can be seen that the male pitch range 

narrows down over the course of the sentence by first dropping about 20 Hz between 

fr(a) and the medial phrase and then dropping about 14 Hz from the medial phrase to 
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fr(b). The female pitch range stays about level from fr(a) to the medial phrase but then 

drops 31 Hz between the medial phrase and fr(b). Hence, female and male pitch range 

drops about the same over the course of the sentences (female: 32 Hz, male: 34 Hz). 

However, the distribution of the drops are very different between female and male 

speakers. Female speakers drop topline and baseline equally for the medial phrase, which 

results in an unchanged pitch range, whereas males exhibit the steeper drop in pitch range 

at the first boundary, rather than at the second, where females drop steeply.  

 

 
Figure 4.2. Pitch ranges in female and male unpunctuated non-parenthetical sentences. 
 

 Figure 4.3 displays the maximum and minimum pitch levels for each punctuated 

non-parenthetical sentence (sentences 2, 5 and 17) for both females and males. An 

example is sentence 17: 

 

(9)  Sentence 17 

 “We saw the movie because everyone went, but were unimpressed.” 
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The pitch numbers for males and females in Figure 4.3 are not significantly 

different from those in Figure 4.1. Like in the unpunctuated non-parenthetical sentence, 

the pitch level for both females and males declines over the course of the sentence as both 

topline and baseline decline. Analogously, the topline drops relatively evenly over the 

course of the sentence for females and in a ratio about 2:1 for males, the baseline drops 

steeply between fr(a) and the medial phrase and then stays almost level for fr(b).   

 

 
Figure 4.3. Toplines and baselines for female and male punctuated non-parenthetical 
sentences. 
 

Comparing the pitch values directly to the unpunctuated ones, as in Table 4.1, 

shows that being punctuated or not makes no significant difference in the non-

parenthetical toplines and baselines. 
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Table 4.1.  

Non-parenthetical toplines and baselines are unaffected by the presence or absence of  

punctuation. All values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) non-par fr(b) 

female topline    

unpunctuated non-par 275 246 213 

punctuated non-par 270 242 213 

    

female baseline    

unpunctuated non-par 185 157 156 

punctuated non-par 186 158 146 

    

male topline    

unpunctuated non-par 175 132 110 

punctuated non-par 172 129 113 

    

male baseline    

unpunctuated non-par 112 89 82 

punctuated non-par 104 88 82 

 

The pitch ranges that result from the differences between the toplines and 

baselines of the punctuated non-parentheticals are shown in Figure 4.4. The male pitch 

range narrows down over the course of the sentence by first dropping about 27 Hz 

between fr(a) and the medial phrase and then dropping about 10 Hz from the medial 

phrase to fr(b). Like in the unpunctuated non-parenthetical sentences, the female pitch 

range stays exactly level from fr(a) to the medial phrase, but then drops only 18 Hz 
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between the medial phrase and fr(b). Thus, the male pitch range drops about twice as 

much over the course of the sentence than the female pitch range (female: 18 Hz, male: 

37 Hz). 

 

 
Figure 4.4. Pitch ranges in female and male punctuated non-parenthetical sentences. 

 

In both punctuated and unpunctuated sentences, it can be observed that for males 

the larger drop occurs between fr(a) and the medial phrase of the word, whereas for 

females the larger drop occurs from the medial phrase to fr(b). Hence, the distribution of 

the drops are different between female and male speakers in non-parenthetical sentences. 

Female speakers maintain the range of fr(a) for the medial phrase. With respect to pitch 

range, they implement the middle phrases as a continuation of fr(a), whereas male 

speakers implement them distinctive in range. Whether that is also the case for 

parenthetical sentences will be shown in the next section. 
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4.1.2 Single-parentheticals 

 One of the goals of this study is to determine whether there is a difference in the 

intonation of parentheticals when they are punctuated differently. The three punctuation 

marks under investigation are comma, dash and bracket. This section discusses only the 

sentences that contain one parenthetical phrase. Sentences with two parenthetical phrases 

are discussed in 4.1.3. 

 

4.1.2.1 Comma-parentheticals 

 Figure 4.5 displays the maximum and minimum pitch levels for comma-

punctuated parenthetical sentences (sentences 4 and 12) for both females and males. An 

example is sentence 4: 

 

(10)  Sentence 4 

 “We saw the movie, which had been banned in Boston, but were unimpressed.” 

 

For both females and males the pitch level declines over the course of the 

sentence as both topline and baseline decline. The rate of drop in baseline between fr(a) 

and the medial phrase is much less in comma-parenthetical sentences than in non-

parenthetical sentences. In fact, the baseline for males stays almost level in comma-

parentheticals. 
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Figure 4.5. Toplines and baselines for female and male comma-punctuated parenthetical 
sentences. 
 

Figure 4.6 shows the pitch ranges that result from the differences between the 

toplines and baselines displayed in Figure 4.5. It can be seen that the male pitch range 

narrows down over the course of the sentence by first dropping about 42 Hz between 

fr(a) and the medial phrase and then dropping about 7 Hz from the medial phrase to fr(b). 

The female pitch range narrows down over the course of the sentence by first dropping 

about 18 Hz between fr(a) and the medial phrase and then dropping about 23 Hz from the 

medial phrase to fr(b). Hence, male pitch ranges drop more over the course of the 

sentence (male: 49 Hz, female: 41 Hz). For males the larger drop occurs between fr(a) 

and the medial phrase, whereas for females the larger drop occurs between the medial 

phrase and fr(b).  

These trends in female/male pitch range change match the trends observed in the 

non-parenthetical sentences. However, the male pitch range drop between fr(a) and the 

medial phrase is much steeper in comma-punctuated parentheticals than in non-

parentheticals. Furthermore, unlike the pattern exhibited in the non-parentheticals, the 
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female speakers do not maintain the pitch range of fr(a) for the medial phrase, but a pitch 

range drop occurs.  

 

 
Figure 4.6. Pitch ranges in female and male comma-punctuated parenthetical sentences. 
 

 

4.1.2.2 Dash-parentheticals 

 The maximum and minimum pitch levels for dash-punctuated parenthetical 

sentences (sentences 3 and 13) for both females and males are displayed in Figure 4.7. 

An example of a dash-punctuated sentence is sentence 13: 

 

(11)  Sentence 13 

 “We saw the movie – which had been banned in Boston – but were unimpressed.” 

 

For both females and males the pitch level declines over the course of the 

sentence as both topline and baseline decline. The rate of drop in baseline between fr(a) 

and the medial phrase is much less in dash-parenthetical sentences than in non-
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parenthetical sentences. Like in comma-parentheticals, the baseline for males stays 

almost level in dash-parentheticals. 

 

 
Figure 4.7. Toplines and baselines for female and male dash-punctuated parenthetical 
sentences. 
 

Figure 4.8 shows the pitch ranges that result from the differences between the 

toplines and baselines displayed in Figure 4.7. It can be seen that the male pitch range 

narrows down over the course of the sentence by first dropping about 33 Hz between 

fr(a) and the medial phrase and then dropping about 17 Hz from the medial phrase to 

fr(b). The female pitch range narrows down over the course of sentence by first dropping 

about 9 Hz between fr(a) and the medial phrase and then dropping about 16 Hz from the 

medial phrase to fr(b). Hence, male pitch ranges drop more over the course of the 

sentence (male: 50 Hz, female: 25 Hz). For males the larger drop occurs between fr(a) 

and the medial phrase, whereas for females the larger drop occurs between the medial 

phrase and fr(b).  

These trends in female/male pitch range change match the trends observed in the 

non-parenthetical and comma-punctuated sentences. However, the pitch range drop 
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between fr(a) and the medial phrase is much steeper in dash-parentheticals and comma-

parentheticals than in non-parentheticals. Hence, unlike the pattern exhibited in the non-

parentheticals, the female speakers do not maintain the pitch range of fr(a) for the medial 

phrase.  

 
Figure 4.8. Pitch ranges in female and male dash-punctuated parenthetical sentences. 

 

 

4.1.2.3 Bracket-parentheticals 

 The maximum and minimum pitch levels for each bracket-punctuated 

parenthetical sentence (sentences 6 and 9) for both females and males are displayed in 

Figure 4.9. An example of a bracket-punctuated sentence is sentence 9: 

 

(12)  Sentence 9 

 “We saw the movie (which had been banned in Boston) but were unimpressed.” 

 

For both females and males the pitch level declines over the course of the 

sentence as both topline and baseline decline. The rate of drop in baseline between fr(a) 
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and the medial phrase is smaller in bracket-parenthetical sentences than in non-

parenthetical sentences. Like in comma- and dash-parentheticals, the baseline for males 

stays almost level in bracket-parentheticals. 

 

 
Figure 4.9. Toplines and baselines for female and male bracket-punctuated parenthetical 
sentences. 
 

Figure 4.10 shows the pitch ranges that result from the differences between the 

toplines and baselines displayed in Figure 4.9. It can be seen that the male pitch range 

narrows down over the course of the sentence by first dropping about 32 Hz between 

fr(a) and the medial phrase and then dropping about 16 Hz from the medial phrase to 

fr(b). The female pitch range narrows down over the course of the sentence by first 

dropping about 9 Hz between fr(a) and the medial phrase and then dropping about 40 Hz 

from the medial phrase to fr(b). Hence, in bracket-punctuated parenthetical sentences, 

male and female pitch ranges drop about the same over the course of the sentence (male: 

48 Hz, female: 49 Hz). This corresponds to the pattern exhibited by unpunctuated non-

parentheticals, in which male and female pitch ranges also drop about the same over the 

course of the sentence. 
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For males the larger drop occurs between fr(a) and the medial phrase, whereas for 

females the larger drop occurs between the medial phrase and fr(b). These trends in 

female/male pitch range change match the trends observed in the non-parenthetical and 

the other parenthetical sentences. However, the pitch range drop between fr(a) and the 

medial phrase is much steeper in comma-parentheticals, dash-parentheticals and also 

bracket-parentheticals than in non-parentheticals. Hence, unlike the pattern exhibited in 

non-parentheticals, the female speakers do not maintain the pitch range of fr(a) for the 

medial phrase.  

 

 
Figure 4.10. Pitch ranges in female and male bracket-punctuated parenthetical sentences. 
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4.1.2.4 Comparison of differently punctuated parentheticals 

 Male and female pitch ranges drop about the same amount over the course of 

sentences that contain bracket-parentheticals, but drop differently in sentences with 

comma- and dash-parentheticals. However, this does not separate sentences with bracket-

parentheticals from the others. As Table 4.2 shows, parenthetical toplines, baselines and 

pitch ranges are about the same for either punctuation for both females and males.  

 

Table 4.2.  

Parenthetical toplines, baselines and pitch ranges are unaffected by the use of different 

punctuation marks. All values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) medial fr(b) 

female topline    

comma-par 274 243 212 

dash-par 266 245 222 

bracket-par 272 247 205 

    

female baseline    

comma-par 171 158 150 

dash-par 165 153 146 

bracket-par 168 152 150 

    

female pitch range    

comma-par 103 85 62 

dash-par 101 92 76 

bracket-par 104 95 55 
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 fr(a) medial fr(b) 

male topline    

comma-par 170 125 112 

dash-par 170 129 113 

bracket-par 173 132 118 

    

male baseline    

comma-par 89 86 80 

dash-par 89 81 82 

bracket-par 93 84 86 

    

male pitch range    

comma-par 81 39 32 

dash-par 81 48 31 

bracket-par 80 48 32 

 

Interesting to note is that in all parenthetical and non-parenthetical sentences, the 

female pitch range drops less between fr(a) and the middle than between the medial 

phrase and fr(b), whereas for males it is the opposite. For instance, in dash-parentheticals 

the female pitch range first drops about 9 Hz and then about 16 Hz, whereas the male 

pitch range first drops about 34 Hz and then about 15 Hz. However, this difference 

occurs to be a general trend, unrelated to a distinction between differently punctuated 

parenthetical sentences as well as non-parenthetical sentences. Hence, investigating this 

gender difference further goes beyond the scope of this study.  

The data discussed in section 4.1.2 shows that there is no significant difference 

between differently punctuated parentheticals. With respect to pitch, this supports 

Nunberg’s claim that punctuation is more than a graphical reflection of intonation.  
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As a consequence of the findings in this section, the remainder of this study does 

not distinguish different punctuation marks in the acoustic analyses discussed. 

 

4.1.3 Two-parentheticals 

 The previous section showed that the variance in punctuation for parentheticals is 

not reflected in the spoken version of the sentences. This was predicted by Nunberg 

(1990) and to provide acoustic evidence for this claim, is one of the goals of this study. 

Another goal is to investigate how sentences with more than one parenthetical phrase are 

spoken. In particular, this thesis takes a look at two parentheticals with one nested within 

the other and two parentheticals where one directly follows the other. 

  

4.1.3.1 Nested two-parentheticals 

The maximum and minimum pitch levels for each sentence containing nested 

parentheticals (sentences 8, 18 and 20) are displayed in Figure 4.11. An example is 

sentence 18: 

 

(13)  Sentence 18 with phrase labels underneath 

 “We saw the movie – Jane (who knows the director) insisted on going – but were unimpressed.” 

 | fr(a)  | par1(a) | par2            |      par1(b)           |  fr(b)        | 

 

As observed before, females exhibit a higher pitch level than males. For both 

females and males the topline drops steeply (female: 43 Hz, male: 43 Hz) between fr(a) 

and the first part of the outer parenthetical, par1(a). Following that, the female topline 

rises towards par1(b) (first about 11 Hz then about 6 Hz) and ends with a drop of 29 Hz 
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for fr(b). The male topline first further drops about 4 Hz for par2, before it rises for 

par1(b) (about 9 Hz) and ends with a drop of 14 Hz for fr(b). The baseline of par1(a) 

stays about level with fr(a) for both females and males, then it drops (female: 9 Hz, male: 

10 Hz) for the nested parenthetical, par2, stays at about the same level for par1(b), and 

drops (female and male: 6 Hz) to its lowest level for fr(b).  

 

 
Figure 4.11. Toplines and baselines for female and male nested two-parenthetical 
sentences. 
 

Displaying the pitch ranges in Figure 4.12 shows a steep drop (females: 44 Hz, 

males: 45 Hz) between fr(a) and par1(a) – much steeper than the average drop in single-

parentheticals (female average: 12 Hz, male average: 35 Hz) – then a smaller rise in both 

par2 and par1 (b), and finally a drop back to the par1(a) range in fr(b).   
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Figure 4.12. Pitch ranges in female and male nested two-parenthetical sentences. 

 

 

4.1.3.2 Sequential two-parentheticals 

 The maximum and minimum pitch levels for each sentence containing two 

parentheticals in sequence (sentences 10 and 15) are displayed in Figure 4.13. An 

example is sentence 10: 

 

(14)  Sentence 10 with phrase labels underneath 

 “We saw the movie – I heard it was good (it had received much praise) – but were unimpressed.” 

 | fr(a)     |  par1          |  par2               | fr(b)        | 

 

In this case as well, females exhibit a higher pitch level than males. For both 

females and males the topline drops steeply (female: 31 Hz, male: 43 Hz) between fr(a) 

and par1. Continuing from there, the topline rises (female: 4 Hz, male: 8 Hz) for par2 and 

ends with a drop (female: 28 Hz, male: 16 Hz) for fr(b). The female baseline first drops 

about 4 Hz for par1, then another 3 Hz for par2, before it drops a further 7 Hz to its 
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lowest level for fr(b). The male baseline falls about 7 Hz for par1, then another 3 Hz for 

par2, but stays at about the same level for fr(b).  

 

 
Figure 4.13. Toplines and baselines for female and male sequential two-parenthetical 
sentences. 
 

 

Displaying the pitch ranges of the sequential two-parentheticals in Figure 4.14 

shows a striking similarity to the pitch ranges of the nested two-parentheticals in Figure 

4.12 above, provided that par1(a) is left out of the picture. Not only are fr(a) and fr(b) 

about the same, but also sequential par1 corresponds to nested par2 and sequential par2 

corresponds to nested par1(b). These similarities will be further discussed in the 

following section, which provides a comparison between single-parentheticals and the 

two kinds of two-parentheticals investigated in this study. 
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Figure 4.14. Pitch ranges in female and male nested two-parenthetical sentences. 

 

 

4.1.3.3 Comparison of two-parentheticals and single-parentheticals 

When comparing the sequential and nested parentheticals to the single-

parentheticals, it can be observed that the more parenthetical constituents that are present, 

the smaller in pitch range the one that directly follows fr(a). Furthermore, the one directly 

preceding fr(b) exhibits the same pitch level as the parenthetical phrase in a single-

parenthetical and all other parenthetical constituents are of decreasingly lower pitch 

levels down to the lowest, the phrase that directly follows fr(a). That is, the parenthetical 

constituent that occurs first over the course of a sentence is also the lowest in comparison 

to directly following parenthetical constituents.  

This relationship is illustrated in Table 4.3. for females and for males in Table 4.4. 

The tables shows the pitch values of the individual phrases and their respective location 

within the different parenthetical sentences. It can be seen that phrases at the same 

relative location to fr(b) exhibit pitch values that are about the same. The pitch values for 

fr(a) and fr(b) match the values for single-parentheticals.  
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Since there is no difference between differently punctuated parentheticals, the 

single-parentheticals have been averaged into one value for this comparison and the same 

applies to the sequential and the nested parentheticals. 

 

Table 4.3.  

Comparison of the location of corresponding parenthetical segments within different 

parenthetical sentences for females. All values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) third closest to fr(b) second closest to fr(b) closest to fr(b) fr(b) 

female topline      

single-par 271   245 (par) 212 

sequential-par 271  240 (par1) 244 (par2) 216 

nested-par 271 228 (par1a) 239 (par2) 245 (par1b) 216 

      
female baseline      

single-par 168   154 (par) 149 

sequential-par 167  163 (par1) 160 (par2) 153 

nested-par 167 168 (par1a) 159 (par2) 159 (par1b) 153 

      
female pitch 

range 

     

single-par 103   91 (par) 63 

sequential-par 103  77 (par1) 84 (par2) 63 

nested-par 104 60 (par1a) 80 (par2) 86 (par1b) 63 
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Table 4.4.  

Comparison of the location of corresponding parenthetical segments within different 

parenthetical sentences for males. All values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) third closest to fr(b) second closest to fr(b) closest to fr(b) fr(b) 

male topline      

single-par 171   129 (par) 115 

sequential-par 172  128 (par1) 136 (par2) 120 

nested-par 172 129 (par1a) 125 (par2) 134 (par1b) 120 

      
male baseline      

single-par 91   84 (par) 83 

sequential-par 93  86 (par1) 83 (par2) 83 

nested-par 93 95 (par1a) 85 (par2) 89 (par1b) 83 

      
male pitch range      

single-par 80   45 (par) 32 

sequential-par 79  42 (par1) 53 (par2) 36 

nested-par 79 34 (par1a) 40 (par2) 45 (par1b) 37 

 

Comparing the columns of the table gives the impression that (i) the more 

parentheticals are inserted, the narrower is the pitch range of the first one, and (ii) a 

parenthetical constituent in the same relative position to fr(b) is spoken the same way 

with respect to topline, baseline and pitch range. This pattern fits nested- and sequential 

two-parentheticals as well as the single-parentheticals. 

 This section shows that sentences with nested-parentheticals exhibit similar pitch 

patterns to sentences with sequential parentheticals as well as sentences with one 

parenthetical phrase only. In fact, regarding pitch values, the phases of single-

parentheticals are a subset of sequential parentheticals that are a subset of nested 
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parentheticals. Hence, single-parenthetical par corresponds to sequential par2 as well as 

nested par1(b), and sequential par1 corresponds to nested par2 (see Table 4.3 and 4.4 

above). 

 This section also shows that parenthetical phrases are not all spoken the same 

way. When they occur next to each other, the first is lower in pitch level and narrower in 

range than the directly following one. Thus, in a text-to-speech system parentheticals 

cannot all be implemented with the exact same specifications. The implementation 

difference is not necessarily due to the use of different punctuation, as originally 

suspected, but when two or more parenthetical phrases occur next to each other. 

Therefore, the text-to-speech system has to be told that each part of a multi-parenthetical 

– sequential or nested – has to be implemented with different specifications. The exact 

nature of the specifications for implementing single-parentheticals as well as multi-

parentheticals in text-to-speech systems will be discussed in chapter five. However, 

before discussing text-to-speech implementation, it has to be shown if and how 

parentheticals differ from non-parentheticals in pitch, which is the focus of the discussion 

in the following section. 

 

4.1.4 Comparison between parentheticals and non-parentheticals 

 One of the goals of this thesis is to elaborate on Kutik et al.’s findings that 

parenthetical phrases are distinct through a lower topline than both the preceding and 

following phrase. A lower topline and unchanged baseline results in a lower pitch level 

and narrower pitch range for a parenthetical, which are the characteristics of 

parentheticals as reported by Bolinger (1989), Cruttenden (1997), Crystal (1969), Grosz 
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and Hirschberg (1992), Kutik et al. (1983), O’Shaughnessy (1990) and Wichmann 

(2000). The only instance of a parenthetical sentence being implemented by a text-to-

speech system was found in SABLE. The markup example implemented the parenthetical 

not only with a narrower pitch range, but also with a 20 percent lower baseline – instead 

of Kutik et al.’s lower topline. This section compares parentheticals with non-

parentheticals to find out how they exactly differ and with which prosodic specifications 

parentheticals should be implemented in text-to-speech systems.  

The comparison uses only sentences with one parenthetical phrase, because all 

non-parenthetical sentences also only have one non-parenthetical phrase inserted, i.e. in 

the data there is no non-parenthetical equivalent for nested and sequential two-

parentheticals. Thus, using the data provided by this study, the specifications for multi-

parentheticals cannot be established through a comparison to measurements of 

corresponding non-parentheticals. Instead, the missing non-parenthetical data have to be 

interpolated from the existing data. This will be part of the discussion about synthesizing 

parentheticals in chapter five.  

As it has been shown in 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, difference in punctuation do not lead to 

differing intonation patterns for non-parenthetical sentences. The same applies to 

parenthetical sentences. Therefore, the results of all non-parentheticals have been 

averaged and all single-parentheticals have been averaged before being compared. 

The comparisons in this section start with toplines in 4.1.4.1, then baselines in 

4.1.4.2 and resulting pitch ranges in 4.1.4.3. The conclusion is provided in 4.1.4.4.  
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4.1.4.1 Toplines 

Table 4.5 displays averaged topline values for females and Table 4.6 for males. 

Comparing the non-parenthetical and parenthetical values reveals that they do not differ 

significantly. For instance, the difference of 4 Hz in the male fr(b) topline is only 1 Hz 

over the perceptual threshold of 3 Hz (Hess, 1983) – a difference too small to constitute a 

trend. For both females and males the non-parenthetical and parenthetical sentences show 

the same topline development over the course of the sentence.  

 

Table 4.5.  

Female topline comparison. All values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) medial fr(b) 

female topline    

non-par 272 244 214 

par 271 245 212 

difference in Hertz 1 1 2 

difference in % 0% 0% 0% 

 

Table 4.6.  

Male topline comparison. All values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) medial fr(b) 

male topline    

non-par 174 130 111 

par 171 129 115 

difference in Hertz 3 1 4 

difference in % 2% 1% 4% 
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 Table 4.5 and 4.6 show that there is no difference in topline between 

parentheticals and non-parentheticals, neither in the medial phrase nor in any other part of 

the sentence. This contradicts Kutik et al.’s findings. 

 

4.1.4.2 Baselines 

Table 4.7 displays averaged baseline values for females. Comparing the fr(b) and 

medial phrase values for non-parenthetical and parenthetical values reveals that they do 

not differ significantly in these. Thus, there is no difference between the parenthetical and 

non-parenthetical sentences in the parenthetical or non-parenthetical medial phrase itself. 

However, the fr(a) baseline differs significantly (18 Hz) between parentheticals and non-

parentheticals. The data show that the fr(a) part of the parenthetical sentences is lowered 

in comparison to the non-parenthetical sentences. With the topline unchanged, this means 

that for females the range is increased for fr(a) in parenthetical sentences (see 4.1.4.3).  

 

Table 4.7.  

Female baseline comparison. Pitch value deviation from the non-parenthetical pattern is 

displayed in boldface. All values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) medial fr(b) 

female baseline    

non-par 186 157 152 

par 168 154 149 

difference in Hertz 18 3 3 

difference in % 10% 2% 2% 
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Table 4.8 displays averaged baseline values for males. Like in the pattern 

exhibited by the females, the fr(b) and medial phrase values for non-parenthetical and 

parenthetical values do not differ significantly in these. Hence, for males as well, there is 

no difference between the parenthetical and non-parenthetical sentences in the 

parenthetical or non-parenthetical medial phrase itself. However, the fr(a) baseline differs 

significantly (17 Hz) between parentheticals and non-parentheticals. The data show that 

the fr(a) part of the parenthetical sentences is lowered in comparison to the non-

parenthetical sentences. With the topline unchanged, this means that for males the range 

is also increased for fr(a) in parenthetical sentences (see 4.1.4.3).  

 

Table 4.8.  

Male baseline comparison. Pitch value deviation from the non-parenthetical pattern is 

displayed in boldface. All values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) medial fr(b) 

male baseline    

non-par 108 88 82 

par 91 84 83 

Difference in Hertz 17 4 1 

Difference in % 16% 5% 1% 

 

 Table 4.7 and 4.8 show that there is a difference between non-parenthetical and 

parenthetical baseline, although not in the medial phrase itself but in fr(a). The first part 

of the frame sentence, fr(a), is implemented with a 17-18 Hz lower baseline for both 

females and males. This contradicts the implementation in SABLE that specifies a lower 

baseline for the parenthetical phrase itself instead of the preceding phrase. Furthermore, it 
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contradicts the statements of Bolinger (1989), Cruttenden (1997) and Crystal (1969) that 

the parenthetical itself is lower-leveled. By comparing parenthetical phrases to non-

parenthetical phrases that occur at the same place in the same surrounding sentence, this 

study reveals that they differ neither in baseline nor in topline. 

 A pitch contour is comprised of upward and downward pitch movements, 

resulting in crests and troughs. The baseline is established by measuring the lowest point 

of the contour in each sentence part. The finding of a lowered baseline value for fr(a), the 

parenthetical-preceding phrase, leads to the question whether the troughs of the pitch 

contour are lowered throughout fr(a), or whether only the trough closest to the medial 

phrase is lowered. The latter scenario would indicate that only directly before 

implementing the parenthetical, the speaker realizes that fr(a) needs to exhibit a larger 

range to indicate that there is a parenthetical following. 

 As Figure 4.15 illustrates, there is evidence that the bottom values of the pitch 

contour are lowered throughout fr(a). The figure shows that all fr(a) troughs are at least 8 

Hz lower in the parenthetical-containing sentence than in the corresponding non-

parenthetical sentence. This shows that from the start of the sentence, fr(a) is 

implemented with lower baseline values to indicate that the following phrase – which is 

implemented the same whether parenthetical or not – is a parenthetical. 
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         (a) Sentence 2: We saw the movie | that had been banned in Boston, | but were   

                      unimpressed. 
 

 
       (b) Sentence 4: We saw the movie, | which had been banned in Boston, | but were     
                                 unimpressed. 

 

Figure 4.15. Comparison between fr(a) pitch trough values in non-parenthetical sentence 

2 and parenthetical sentence 4. Both are spoken by SUZ. All values in Hertz. 
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4.1.4.3 Pitch ranges 

 A comparison of pitch ranges between parenthetical and non-parenthetical 

sentences is displayed in Table 4.9 for females and Table 4.10 for males. Comparing the 

fr(b) and medial phrase values for non-parenthetical and parenthetical values reveals that 

they do not differ significantly in these. Therefore, regarding pitch range as well, there is 

no difference between the parenthetical and non-parenthetical sentences in the 

parenthetical or non-parenthetical medial phrase itself. However, due to the lowered fr(a) 

baseline in the parenthetical sentences, there is a wider pitch range (female: +17 Hz, 

male: +14 Hz) in fr(a) in parenthetical sentences.  

 

Table 4.9.  

Female pitch range comparison. Pitch value deviation from the non-parenthetical pattern 

is displayed in boldface. All values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) medial fr(b) 

female pitch range    

non-par 86 87 62 

par 103 91 63 

difference in Hertz 17 4 1 

difference in % 20% 5% 2% 
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Table 4.10.  

Male pitch range comparison. Pitch value deviation from the non-parenthetical pattern is 

displayed in boldface. All values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) medial fr(b) 

male pitch range    

non-par 66 42 29 

par 80 45 32 

difference in Hertz 14 3 3 

difference in % 21% 7% 10% 

 

 

Instead of a narrower pitch range for the medial phrase in parenthetical sentences, 

the data show a 20-21% wider pitch range in fr(a). On first glance, this contradicts what 

other researchers found. However, it has to be taken into consideration that this analysis 

is based on a phrase to phrase comparison between sentences. If the comparison, instead, 

looks primarily at the phrase differences within a sentence, it shows that the drop in pitch 

range between fr(a) and the medial phrase is much steeper in parentheticals (female: -12 

Hz, male: -35 Hz) than in non-parentheticals (female: +1 Hz, male: -24 Hz).  

The following figures display the difference between parenthetical and non-

parenthetical medial phrases in relation to fr(a). The initial phrase fr(a) is set to 100 

percent for each sentence type, which represents the circumstance that, perceptually, the 

initial phrase defines the pitch level that the following phrase stands in relation to and, 

thus, is compared to. Figure 4.16 shows that in relation to their respective initial phrases 

fr(a) (100%), the female medial parenthetical phrase (88%) is 13 percent lower in pitch 

range when compared to the medial non-parenthetical phrase (101%). Figure 4.17 shows 
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that in relation to their respective initial phrases fr(a) (100%), the male medial 

parenthetical phrase (56%) is 7 percent lower in pitch range when compared to the medial 

non-parenthetical phrase (63%). 

 

 
 Figure 4.16. Female pitch ranges of medial and final phrases in relation to their  

 respective initial phrases (for each sentence type: fr(a) = 100 %). 
 

 
Figure 4.17. Male pitch ranges of medial and final phrases in relation to their  

 respective initial phrases (for each sentence type: fr(a) = 100 %). 
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Thus, in relation to fr(a) the pitch range is indeed narrower in parenthetical 

phrases than in non-parenthetical phrases at the same sentence position. However, this 

observation would fail to see that, physically, it is fr(a) that is changed and not the medial 

phrase.  

It further has to be mentioned that in this study, parentheticals are inserted at the 

clausal level, i.e. between one clause and another (see (15a)). Kutik et al. (1983), 

however, inserted the parentheticals at the phrasal level, i.e. between noun phrase and 

verb phrase within a clause (see (15b)). 

 

(15) Location of insertion of parenthetical element 

 a. this study – insertion between clauses: 

       We saw the movie, which was banned in Boston, but were unimpressed. 
       |        fr(a) clause         |             parenthetical phrase            |            fr(b) clause             | 

 b. Kutik et al. (1983, p. 1732) – insertion between noun phrase and verb phrase: 

     The clock in the church, it occurred to Clark, chimed just as he began to talk. 
      |            noun phrase             |    parenthetical phrase   |                    verb phrase                      | 

  

 Following previous research, there is no evidence for an intonational difference 

between parentheticals based on the type of syntactic structure that they are inserted in. 

Comparing Kutik et al. (1983) and this study can reveal intonational differences. This 

study reveals that the fr(a) baseline is lowered when a parenthetical follows. Kutik et al. 

find that the topline of the parenthetical is lowered. However, the studies used different 

research methods. This study compared parenthetical sentences to non-parenthetical 

sentences, whereas Kutik et al. did not use any non-parenthetical sentences but compared 

parenthetical sentences of differing length to each other. Hence, whether the different 
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intonational characteristics for parentheticals found in the two studies depend on the type 

of syntactic structure the parenthetical is inserted in cannot be answered by this study and 

has to be left to future research. 

 

4.1.4.4 Conclusion 

 The comparison between parenthetical and non-parenthetical sentences shows that 

there is no difference between the toplines but a difference in baseline and pitch range in 

fr(a). The medial phrase itself does physically not differ. Furthermore, variation in 

punctuation does not induce a pitch difference, as hypothesized by Nunberg (1990). 

The fr(a) baseline is 17-18 Hz lower for both females and males in parenthetical 

sentences. Due to the lowered fr(a) baseline there is a wider pitch range (female: +17 Hz, 

male: +14 Hz) in fr(a) in parenthetical sentences. Thus, the drop in range from fr(a) to the 

medial phrase is much larger for parenthetical phrases (female: -12 Hz, male: -35 Hz) 

than for non-parenthetical phrases (female: +1 Hz, male: -24 Hz). The steeper drop in 

parentheticals explains why parenthetical phrases are perceived as being smaller in range, 

although when directly compared to the non-parenthetical phrases, they are not. It is the 

adjacency to a widened preceding fr(a) that makes the parenthetical itself appear to be 

narrower. With respect to topline and baseline the parenthetical phrase is implemented 

the same as a non-parenthetical phrase at the same position. Hence, what has always been 

claimed to be a characteristic of parenthetical phrases is actually the result of the 

environment and not of the parenthetical phrase itself. Nonetheless, this does not prove 

former observations wrong, since the effect of a lowered baseline, and with that widened 
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range for fr(a), results in a perceptually lower pitch level and range in parenthetical 

phrases.  

Comparing parenthetical and non-parenthetical phrases embedded in the same 

frame sentence reveals that both types of phrases are physically the same, but there is a 

steeper drop in pitch range between fr(a) and a parenthetical phrase than between fr(a) 

and a non-parenthetical phrase. This steeper drop is the perceptual cue that identifies a 

parenthetical and it is caused by a change in fr(a) in the parenthetical sentences. The 

wider fr(a) pitch range in parenthetical sentences of about 17 Hz for females and 14 Hz 

for males corresponds to a pitch range increase of about 20 percent for both females and 

males. 

How these findings are to be integrated in text-to-speech systems will be 

discussed in chapter five. 

 

4.2 Pauses 

 Although there are no reports that the length of pauses between phrases is 

different for parentheticals, this possibility has also been investigated. In particular, this 

study examined if the pausing pattern of parentheticals is different from non-

parentheticals and if there is a distinction between differently punctuated parentheticals. 

 First the pause analysis will look at sentences with one medial phrase in 4.2.1, 

then the two-parentheticals will be looked at in 4.2.2 and a conclusion follows in 4.2.3. 
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4.2.1 Sentences with one medial phrase 

 The pausing length at the phrase boundaries of the non-parenthetical and single-

parenthetical sentences for females are displayed in Figure 4.18. The bottom axis of the 

graph shows the sentence type, starting with unpunctuated non-parentheticals and ending 

with bracket-punctuated parentheticals. Instead of displaying the names of the sentence 

types in the graph, a structural representation has been chosen that allows to display the 

location and type of punctuation. For each sentence type, the white, left bar shows the 

pause between fr(a) and the medial phrase, while the black, right bar shows the pause 

between the medial phrase and fr(b). 

 

 
Figure 4.18. Female pause length at different boundaries. 

 

 It can be seen that there is a distinction in pausing at a boundary depending on the 

fact whether there is a punctuation mark at the boundary or not. Boundaries that are not 

punctuated exhibit no pause. In contrast, boundaries that are punctuated exhibit a pause 

between 0.15 s and 0.32 s. Of these, pauses at punctuated medial-fr(b) boundaries are 

longer than pauses at punctuated fr(a)-medial boundaries in the same sentence.  
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Parenthetical pauses at the medial-fr(b) boundary are somewhat longer than 

punctuated non-parenthetical pauses (par: 0.25 s to 0.32 s, non-par: 0.19 s). However, the 

difference between punctuated non-parenthetical and comma- and dash-punctuated 

parenthetical pauses is less than 0.1 s. Hence, the difference is less than the rounding 

range (pause values were rounded to the nearest 10th of a second) and, thus, not 

significant. Similarly, the difference between the differently punctuated parentheticals is 

less than 0.1 s and therefore not significant as well. Since there is no significant 

difference between the parentheticals as well as comma- and dash-punctuated 

parentheticals to non-parentheticals, no significant difference can be established between 

punctuated parentheticals and non-parentheticals in general. Hence, punctuation triggers 

pausing, but if the pause occurs at a parenthetical or non-parenthetical boundary makes 

no difference. 

 The pausing length at the phrase boundaries of the non-parenthetical and single-

parenthetical sentences for males are displayed in Figure 4.19. All boundaries that are not 

punctuated exhibit no significant pause. Like in Figure 4.18, all boundaries that are 

punctuated exhibit a pause with a length between 0.25 s and 0.45 s for males. This shows 

that males generally pause longer than females.  

Corresponding to the female pattern, pauses at punctuated medial-fr(b) boundaries 

are longer than pauses at punctuated fr(a)-medial boundaries in the same sentence. 

Furthermore, at the medial-fr(b) boundary parenthetical pauses are somewhat longer than 

punctuated non-parenthetical pauses (par: 0.42 s to 0.45 s, non-par: 0.37 s). However, 

these differences are also less than 0.1 s and therefore insignificant. That is, for both 
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males and females, there is no significant difference in pausing for differently punctuated 

parenthetical as well as punctuated non-parenthetical sentences. 

 

 
 Figure 4.19. Male pause length at different boundaries. 

 

4.2.2 Two-parentheticals 

This section discusses the pausing trend in sentences with two sequential or 

nested parenthetical phrases. As it has been shown in the previous section, there is no 

difference in non-parenthetical and parenthetical sentences due to differences in 

punctuation. Thus, the comparison discussed in this section does not differentiate 

between different punctuation marks but only boundary location. 

Figure 4.20 shows the trends of pausing for both males and females at phrase 

boundaries in sentences with two parenthetical phrases. Part (a) of the figure displays the 

pausing pattern of sentences with sequential parentheticals and part (b) displays the 

pausing pattern of sentences with nested parentheticals.  

When comparing both types of two-parentheticals, it becomes clear that there is 

no general trend in pausing between parenthetical phrases. Pauses between nested 
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parenthetical phrases are extremely short (about 0.11 s to 0.13 s), whereas pauses 

between two sequential parenthetical phrases are long (about 0.31 s to 0.33 s).  

 

 
(a) Pauses in sentences with sequential parenthetical phrases. 

 
(b) Pauses in sentences with nested parenthetical phrases. 

Figure 4.20. Pauses in sentences with two parentheticals. 
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4.2.3 Conclusion 

The examination of pauses in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 revealed the following 

general trends. Firstly, males pause longer than females. Secondly, there is a trend that 

pauses later in the sentence tend to be longer than earlier ones. The only exceptions to 

this are nested parentheticals. For these, the parenthetical-internal pauses are significantly 

shorter than the preceding or following pauses. Thirdly, the presence of a punctuation 

mark triggers a pause. However, the observed trends are general and not parenthetical-

specific. Hence, they do not contribute to the goal of improving the naturalness of 

parentheticals in text-to-speech systems.  

Comparing non-parenthetical sentences with sentences that contain differently 

punctuated parenthetical phrases shows that there is no difference in pausing based on the 

type of punctuation or type of phrase. Furthermore, comparing different types of two-

parentheticals indicates that there is no general pattern in pausing between parenthetical 

phrases as some are implemented with short duration, whereas others exhibit long 

duration. Therefore, the pausing analysis did not reveal a trend for parentheticals that can 

be used to improve the naturalness of parentheticals in text-to-speech systems.    
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Chapter Five 

SYNTHESIZING PARENTHETICALS 

 

 This chapter discusses how the findings of the analysis presented in chapter four 

can be integrated into text-to-speech systems to improve the naturalness of parentheticals 

in synthesized speech.    

 Synthesized speech still lacks a great deal of naturalness, because speech 

synthesizers do not have all the necessary specifications available to produce speech as 

natural as a human being. Some of these phonetic specifications derive from higher-level 

knowledge, such as the occurrence of old versus new information, which is not uniquely 

identified in the syntax. Therefore, the syntax-based parse of most text-to-speech systems 

cannot identify these structures. As discussed in chapter two, the methods for identifying 

parentheticals in a text are the rhetorical parser (Marcu, 1997, 1998, 1999), which 

automatically detects parentheticals, as well as using markup such as the markup 

language SABLE (Sproat et al., 1998; Sproat & Raman, 1999). Since rhetorical parsing is 

not incorporated into any text-to-speech system, it does not solve the thesis goal of 

presenting a system that is able to detect parentheticals in a text and to subsequently 

synthesize them with the specifications that result from the acoustic study of this thesis. 

SABLE, on the other hand, is not a component of a particular text-to-speech system but a 

method that provides a means of annotation as well as conversion of this annotation into 

acoustic specifications that are supplied to a synthesizer. 

 Although SABLE has already been identified as the best method for detecting  

and synthesizing parentheticals (see chapter two), this chapter also discusses other 
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encoding methods besides markup. The purpose is to provide an overview of how 

different encoding methods perform with respect to incorporating the acoustic findings of 

this study. Thus, this helps to point out deficits in the encoding methods of different 

systems with respect to synthesizing parentheticals. 

Translating the findings of chapter four into the encoding schemes of text-to-

speech systems is discussed as follows: The first section discusses high tone and low 

tone-based encoding, the second section discusses encoding using detailed phonetic tags 

and the third section discusses markup encoding; the last section summarizes this chapter. 

 

5.1 H-L-based encoding 

 To represent intonation contours orthographically, some speech synthesis systems 

use a sequence of abstract high (H) and low (L) tones. The pitch movements throughout 

the contour are encoded through H-L-based boundary tones, pitch accents and a phrase 

accent (Pierrehumbert, 1980). Examples for these encoding schemes are ToBI (Silverman 

et al., 1992) and the advanced intonation model for synthesis developed by Tatham et al. 

(1999, 1998).  

Wightmann (2002) argues that, particularly with respect to text-to-speech 

synthesis, ToBI has outlived its usefulness. Its significant inter-transcriber variance is a 

major drawback, because the use of differing labels for the same acoustic event by 

different annotators results in different speech synthesis output.  

H-L-based models are concerned about representing the upward and downward 

pitch movements over the course of the intonation contour but not the ups and downs in 

pitch range. Except declination, changes in topline, baseline and pitch range cannot be 
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represented in H-L-based pitch encoding schemes. An example of modeling normal non-

parenthetical declination with  the advanced intonation model of synthesis can be seen in 

(16). The H at the beginning indicates that the sentence starts on a high pitch level and 

the L at the end indicates that the sentence finishes with a low pitch level. The internal 

stress-related structure of the sentence is left out in these examples as this study has not 

investigated stress. Instead of S for a stressed and U for an unstressed syllable, dots have 

been used as a placeholder analogous to Tatham et al. (1999, 1998). 

 

(16) Example of non-parentheticals in the advanced intonation model of synthesis  

     “We saw the movie on the opening night but were unimpressed.” 

 # H[....................................................................................................]L # 

 

An attempt at representing a parenthetical sentence in the advanced intonation 

model of synthesis following the findings of chapter four is shown in (17). The first part 

of the frame sentence shows the largest pitch drop from H to L to represent the larger 

pitch range of fr(a). As discussed in chapter four, the highest pitch in fr(a) is found 

towards the beginning, while the lowest is found at the end. The two phrases following 

fr(a) decrease consistently from a level higher than the end of fr(a) to the lowest level.   

 

(17) Example of parentheticals in the advanced intonation model of synthesis 

     “We saw the movie,       Jane insisted on going, but were unimpressed.” 

# H[.............................]L H[........................................................................]L # 
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 Although this represents the contour of the parenthetical-containing sentence, it 

lacks the capability to integrate exact pitch specifications for increasing the naturalness of 

the speech output. Furthermore, as mentioned in section 2.4, this is one of the speech 

synthesis methods that requires a previous recording of the utterance to derive the 

contour. Hence, this is not a suitable text-to-speech method for this study. 

 

5.2 Phonetic encoding 

Tatham and Lewis’s SPRUCE text-to-speech system (1992, 1996) uses the phonetic 

encoding system of Pierrehumbert (1981) to integrate prosodic structure into the structure 

of the written text. This means that down to the smallest unit of the letter, each text 

constituent is tagged with detailed prosodic specifications. An example is provided in 

(18). The sentence that is prosodically encoded is, In November the region’s weather was 

unusually dry. In this encoding method, these symbols have the following meaning:  

• * = word boundary;   

• % = minor phrase boundary;   

• ( ) = pitch target level, e.g. (0.5) results in a pitch target of 50 percent of the 

possible maximum pitch at this point in the sentence;  

• numbers = duration in 100th of a second;   

• { } = maximum pitch at start and end, followed by minimum pitch at start and 

end;  

• ax = schwa. 
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(18) Prosodic annotation example (Pierrehumbert, 1981, p. 989) 

 Sentence: In November the region’s weather was unusually dry. 

 Phonetic transcription: ihn nowvehmber dhax riyjhenz wehdher waxz  

axnyuzhaxliy drai 

 Encoded as: {325 260 195 165}(0.4) SIL 8 ih 4 n 3* n 4 ow 7 v 9 eh 10(1.0) m 8  

b 4 er 13% (0.3) SIL 34 *dh 2 ax 2* r 5 iy 7(0.6) jh 10 en 8 z 10* w 3 eh 7 (0.8) 

dh 4 er 8* w 6 ax 5 z 7* ax 4 n 9 yu 16 (0.8) zh 6 ax 5 l 4 iy 9* d 8 r 5 ai 24 

(1.0)% 

 

Prosodic annotation either requires a recording of the sentence – the method used 

in Pierrehumbert (1981) – or a segment, syllabe or word dictionary that the parser can 

access and a system of rules for adding prosody. The latter is used in SPRUCE. However, 

Pierrehumbert’s encoding system, and with that SPRUCE as well, does not allow pitch 

range control for individual phrases, which is needed for the model to be applicable to 

parentheticals. The lack of pitch range control can be seen in (18) above. The topline and 

baseline values can only be specified in the curly brackets preceding the sentence, which 

sets the topline and baseline pitch values for the start of the sentence as well as the end. 

Thus, there is no mechanism for sentence-internal pitch range control, which is required 

for synthesizing parentheticals. 
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5.3 Encoding using markup 

Markup-based encoding schemes, such as JSML (Hunt, 2000) or SABLE (Sproat 

et al., 1998; Sproat & Raman, 1999; “SABLE,” n.d.), do not require annotation of 

complicated phonetic details as discussed in the previous section. Rather, they allow user-

friendly annotation that the system is going to interpret phonetically during the 

synthesizing process. An example for this is to specify that a marked-up text is to be 

perceived as an invitation by using <invite> text </invite> (Mertens, 2002). As described 

in chapter two, the voice browser then converts such functional tags into prosodic tags 

that can be interpreted by the synthesizer. Thus, the system converts the invitation into 

what that means phonetically and the phonetic markup is then converted into an acoustic 

output by the synthesizer, which is reinterpreted as an invitation by the hearer. Marking 

up allows one to easily annotate text without explicit phonetic knowledge as long as the 

tag is known to the system.  

A couple of markup schemes have been discussed in chapter two. Of these, 

SABLE is the most appropriate because it provides a user-friendly annotation scheme 

that allows to capture the parameters involved with parentheticals, such as pitch range. 

 The discussion of how the findings of this study can be integrated into SABLE to 

synthesize parenthetical sentences is divided into two parts. First in section 5.3.1 the 

sentences with one parenthetical phrase only are discussed. Then in section 5.3.2 the 

sentences with more than one parenthetical phrase are discussed. 
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5.3.1 Single parentheticals 

 Following the analysis results from chapter four, the phrase preceding the 

parenthetical exhibits a lower baseline and with that a wider pitch range than an identical 

phrase that is at the same sentence position but not pre-parenthetical, i.e. not directly 

followed by a parenthetical. The pitch range increase for females is 17 Hz and that for 

males is 14 Hz, which corresponds to an increase of 20 percent for both female and 

males. This can easily be marked up with <PITCH RANGE=“+20%”> text </PITCH>.  

Although both female and male baselines drop about 17-18 Hz, SABLE does not 

allow to specify *<PITCH BASE=“-18 Hz”>. Rather, the drop has to be expressed as a 

percentage. Unfortunately, with respect to percentages the baseline drop is not identical 

for females (-10%) and males (-16%). To avoid cumbersome gender-specific annotation, 

a percentage between 10 and 16 has to be found that works for both genders. Otherwise, 

if the gender of the speaker specified with <SPEAKER GENDER=“male”> at the 

beginning of the text were changed later, all pre-parenthetical baseline specification 

would have to be changed by hand as well. 

Choosing the median between 10 percent and 16 percent leads to 13 percent. 

However, a baseline drop of 13 percent entails a 6 Hz larger drop for females (-24 Hz 

instead of -18 Hz), whereas the male baseline drops about 3 Hz less (-14 Hz instead of -

17 Hz). An even distribution of drop deviation is achieved when 12 percent is chosen. 

Then the female baseline only drops an additional 4 Hz (-22 Hz instead of -18 Hz), 

whereas the male baseline drops about 4 Hz less (-13 Hz instead of -17 Hz). According to 

Hess (1983), an F0 difference of 3 Hz or less in natural speech is not noticeable. This 
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means that the deviation of 4 Hz is noticeable. However, the deviation is not significant 

enough to counterweigh ease of annotation. 

Using SABLE’s pitch tags, a 12 percent lower baseline and 20 percent wider pitch 

range for pre-parenthetical fr(a) can be easily marked up as: 

 

(19) Pre-parenthetical pitch markup example 

<PITCH BASE=“-12%” RANGE=“+20%”> We saw the movie, </PITCH> 

which had been banned in Boston, but were unimpressed.  

 

 Nevertheless, pitch tags still require some phonetic knowledge by the author of 

the text. To avoid this disadvantage, this thesis proposes a new type for the structure tag 

DIV. The new type is called ‘prepar’ and marks up pre-parenthetical phrases as in: 

 

(20) Pre-parenthetical division markup example 

<DIV TYPE=“prepar”> We saw the movie, </DIV> which had been banned in 

Boston, but were unimpressed. 

 

As discussed in chapter one, the voice browser interprets the marked up document 

and converts all tags into SABLE speech production markup using style sheets. Thus, the 

voice browser converts the division markup into the pitch markup as presented in (19). 

For this to work, the style sheets have to include what the value “prepar” corresponds to 

in terms of pitch.  
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 This section discussed two possibilities for marking up sentences with 

parentheticals to improve synthesized speech. The first is marking up the pre-

parenthetical phrase with pitch specifications directly. The second option is to mark up 

the pre-parenthetical phrase with a unique tag and supply the pitch specifications that are 

associated with this tag through style sheets. Due to ease of annotation, this thesis 

proposes the latter option as the way of marking up sentences containing one 

parenthetical phrase.  

 So far, the tagging of fr(a) as the pre-parenthetical phrase has been discussed, 

which is all that needs to be marked up in sentences containing one parenthetical phrase 

only. In sentences with more than one parenthetical phrase adjacent to each other, 

however, some of the parenthetical phrases have to be marked up as well. The details of 

this are the focus of the following section. 

 

5.3.2 Multi-parentheticals 

 This study investigates sentences with two sequential or nested parentheticals. Of 

these, sequential two-parentheticals have two parenthetical parts. Nested two-

parentheticals have three parenthetical parts since the outer parenthetical phrase is broken 

up into two parts, par1(a) and par1 (b), as in: 

 

(21) Nested two-parenthetical example 

 “We saw the movie – Jane (who knows the director) insisted on going – but were unimpressed.” 

 | fr(a)  | par1(a) | par2            |      par1(b)           |  fr(b)        | 
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As has been shown in chapter four, the parenthetical phrase directly preceding 

fr(b) in multi-parenthetical sentences behaves like the parenthetical phrase of single-

parenthetical sentences. Furthermore, the trend for each additional parenthetical part in 

multi-parenthetical sentences is that the further away it is from fr(b), the lower is the 

topline, higher the baseline and smaller the range. This relationship is displayed in Figure 

5.1 for females and Figure 5.2 for males. Each figure includes both sequential and nested 

values to show the general trend of two-parentheticals. In each figure, the bar represents 

the pitch range of each sentence part. The pitch range is delimited by the baseline at the 

bottom and the topline at the top. Since parenthetical phrases in nested and sequential 

two-parentheticals are not exactly the same, some bars feature short vertical lines at the 

top or bottom ends to indicate the difference. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Female pitch range trend in sequential and nested two-parenthetical 
sentences. 
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Figure 5.2. Male pitch range trend in sequential and nested two-parenthetical sentences. 

 

 The parenthetical part closest to fr(b) does not have to be marked up, because as 

discussed in chapter four, the parenthetical part directly preceding fr(b) is not acoustically 

different from a non-parenthetical phrase at the same sentence position. However, the 

parenthetical parts that are second (penultimate) and third closest to fr(b) 

(antepenultimate) need to be marked up. The purpose of this section is to introduce pitch 

specifications as well as appropriate tags for these parenthetical parts. 

 Unfortunately, all non-parenthetical sentences have only one medial phrase and 

with that three data points in total, namely fr(a), mid and fr(b). In contrast, sentences with 

nested parentheticals have five sentence parts and with that five data points. For these, 

there are no corresponding non-parenthetical sentences included in the set of sentences 

that was used in the experiment. The need for such sentences was not foreseen prior to 

the experiment. As a consequence, the analysis in chapter four could not provide a direct 
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comparison between the acoustics of the antepenultimate and penultimate parenthetical 

and their non-parenthetical counterparts. This means that the specifications required for 

synthesis need to be interpolated from the existing data. 

 First in section 5.3.2.1, I will interpolate missing non-parenthetical baseline pitch 

values that the parenthetical values are compared to. Similarly, in section 5.3.2.2 I will 

interpolate missing non-parenthetical pitch range values that the parenthetical values are 

compared to. Section 5.3.2.3 discusses how these findings can be integrated into SABLE 

markup to improve synthesizing parentheticals. 

 

5.3.2.1 Baseline comparison 

 The non-parenthetical data that is available shows that the baseline trend is a steep 

drop between fr(a) and the following non-parenthetical phase, while the drop between the 

non-parenthetical phrase and fr(b) is much smaller. This relationship is displayed in 

Figure 5.3.  

 
Figure 5.3. Development of the non-parenthetical baseline over the course of the 

sentences for both females and males. 
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 Figure 5.3 shows that each baseline trend resembles a falling curve that can be 

decribed by a quadratic equation. The next step is to find the functions that best describe 

the curves. The missing data points can then be determined through this function. This 

assumes that the values for fr(a), the ultimate non-parenthetical and fr(b) do not change 

when inserting further non-parenthetical phrases. The assumptions is based on the 

observation that the values for fr(a), the ultimate parenthetical and fr(b) also do not 

change in parenthetical sentences when further parenthetical phrases are inserted.  

 To find the function, the sentence part labels have to be converted to numbers, 

since the function requires a numeric input for x. Therefore, on the x-axis the label fr(a) is 

replaced with “1,”  the label non-par mid is replaced with “2” and the label fr(b) is 

replaced with “3.” 

 

5.3.2.1.1 Female baseline 

 The female baseline has the data points 186, 157 and 152. Hence, the function has 

to yield 186 for x = 1, 157 for x = 2 and 152 for x = 3.   

The final and lowest data point, 152, represents the displacement of the curve 

from the x-axis. Hence, for x = 3 the function has to yield 152, which is achieved through              

y = (3 - x)2 + 152. In the function, x is the placeholder for the number of the sentence part 

as the variable and y is the placeholder for the resulting pitch value. The function as it is 

yields: 
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Table 5.1.  

Results for the preliminary function for the non-parenthetical female baseline  

[y = (3 - x)2 + 152]. 

X  1 2 3 

Y  156 153 152 

 

What the function is still missing is a multiplier that stretches the curve out to 

reach up to 186 for x = 1 and 157 for x = 2. Using different values as the multiplier, the 

results closest to the measured data points are displayed in Table 5.2. Figure 5.4 provides 

a graphical representation of the differences of the values that the functions yield to the 

measured data points. 
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Table 5.2.  

The three closest-fit non-parenthetical female baseline functions. All values are in Hertz. 

 x = 1 x = 2 x = 3  

y = 7 * (3 - x)2 + 152 180 159 152  

y = 8 * (3 - x)2 + 152 184 160 152 <== best fit! 

y = 9 * (3 - x)2 + 152 188 161 152  

measured values 186 157 152  

 

 

Figure 5.4. The effect of the use of different multipliers on the non-parenthetical female 

baseline function. 

 

 The function that describes the female baseline curve the best is y = 8 * (3 - x)2 + 

152. It fits best because no deviation from the measured values is larger than 3 Hz and 

with that below the perceptual threshold (Hess, 1983). As can be seen in Table 5.2, using 

the multiplier 7 results in a too-large deviation of 6 Hz for x = 1 and using the multiplier 

9 results in a too-large deviation of 4 Hz for x = 2. 
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 The missing data points are determined by entering values between 1 and 2 for x. 

Sentences with sequential two-parentheticals have four data points. Hence, the non-

parenthetical equivalent needs to have four data points as well. This can be achieved by 

inserting the missing data point between 1 (fr(a)) and 2 (ultimate non-par mid). Since the 

acoustic analyses in this study do not take phrase length into account but only sequential 

order, the missing non-parenthetical phrase between 1 and 2 can be assumed to be 

equidistant 1.5. Plugging 1.5 into the function yields y = 8 * (3 - 1.5)2 + 152 = 170.  

The comparison between the female sequential two-parenthetical sentence and the 

corresponding two-non-parenthetical sentence is displayed in Table 5.3. The table shows 

that the penultimate parenthetical is 7 Hz (4 percent) lower than the interpolated non-

parenthetical phrase at the same position. 

 

Table 5.3.  

Difference between female sequential two-parenthetical sentences and corresponding 

non-parenthetical sentences. Unless marked otherwise, all values are in Hertz. 
 fr(a) = 1 penultimate mid = 1.5 ultimate mid = 2 fr(b) = 3 

female baseline     

non-parenthetical 184 170 160 152 

sequential two-

parenthetical 

167 163 160 153 

difference in Hertz  -7   

difference in %  -4%   

 

 

 Nested two-parentheticals have five sentence parts and with that two additional 

data points between 1 and 2, one more than sequential two-parentheticals have. To 
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determine the shape of corresponding sentences with non-parenthetical phrases, the 

missing two data points in the non-parenthetical sentences can be assumed at equidistant 

1.33 and 1.66. Plugging 1.33 into the function yields y = 8 * (3 - 1.33)2 + 152 = 174 and 

plugging 1.66 into the function yields y = 8 * (3 - 1.66)2 + 152 = 166.  

The comparison between the female nested two-parenthetical sentences and the 

corresponding two-non-parenthetical sentences is displayed in Table 5.4. The table shows 

that the antepenultimate parenthetical is 6 Hz (3 percent) lower than the interpolated non-

parenthetical phrase at the same position and the penultimate parenthetical is 7 Hz (4 

percent) lower than its corresponding non-parenthetical phrase. 

 

Table 5.4.  

Difference between female nested two-parenthetical sentences and corresponding non-

parenthetical sentences. Unless marked otherwise, all values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) = 1 antepenultimate mid = 1.33 penultimate mid = 1.66 ultimate mid = 2 fr(b) = 3 

female baseline      

non-parenthetical 184 174 166 160 152 

nested two-

parenthetical 

167 168 159 159 153 

difference in Hertz  -6 -7   

difference in %  -3% -4%   

 

 

5.3.2.1.2 Male baseline 

The male non-parenthetical baseline has the data points 108, 88 and 82. The 

function that describes this curve most accurately is determined using the same method as 

for the females. First, the function that yields 82 for x = 3 is determined as  y = (3 - x)2 + 
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82, then the multiplier has to be found. Using different values as the multiplier, the results 

closest to the measured data points are displayed in Table 5.5. 

 

Table 5.5.  

The three closest-fit male baseline functions. All values are in Hertz. 

 x = 1 x = 2 x = 3  

y = 5 * (3 - x)2 + 82 102 87 82  

y = 6 * (3 - x)2 + 82 106 88 82 <== best fit! 

y = 7 * (3 - x)2 + 82 110 89 82  

measured values 108 88 82  

 

 The function that describes the male baseline curve the best is y = 6 * (3 - x)2 + 

82. It fits best because only x = 1 deviates by about 2 Hz, which is better than what the 

surrounding two functions yield. 

 Sequential two-parenthetical sentences feature four data points. Hence, the non-

parenthetical equivalent needs to have four data points as well, which can be achieved by 

inserting the missing data point at 1.5. Plugging 1.5 into the function yields y = 6 * (3 - 

1.5)2 + 82 = 96.  

The comparison between the male sequential two-parenthetical sentence and the 

corresponding two-non-parenthetical sentence is displayed in Table 5.6. The table shows 

that the penultimate parenthetical is 10 Hz (10 percent) lower than the interpolated non-

parenthetical phrase at the same position. 
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Table 5.6.  

Difference between male sequential two-parenthetical sentences and corresponding non-

parenthetical sentences. Unless marked otherwise, all values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) = 1 penultimate mid = 1.5 ultimate mid = 2 fr(b) = 3 

female baseline     

non-parenthetical 106 96 88 82 

sequential two-

parenthetical 

93 86 83 83 

difference in Hertz  -10   

difference in %  -10%   

 

 

 Nested two-parentheticals have five sentence parts and with that two additional 

data points between 1 and 2, which can be assumed to be at equidistant 1.33 and 1.66. 

Plugging 1.33 into the function yields y = 6 * (3 - 1.33)2 + 82 = 99 and plugging 1.66 into 

the function yields y = 6 * (3 - 1.66)2 + 82 = 93.  

The comparison between the male nested two-parenthetical sentences and the 

corresponding two-non-parenthetical sentences is displayed in Table 5.7. The table shows 

that the antepenultimate parenthetical is 4 Hz (4 percent) lower than the interpolated non-

parenthetical phrase at the same position and the penultimate parenthetical is 8 Hz (9 

percent) lower than its corresponding non-parenthetical phrase. 
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Table 5.7.  

Difference between male nested two-parenthetical sentences and corresponding non-

parenthetical sentences. Unless marked otherwise, all values are in Hertz. 

 fr(a) = 1 antepenultimate mid = 1.33 penultimate mid = 1.66 ultimate mid = 2 fr(b) = 3 

male baseline      

non-parenthetical 106 99 93 88 82 

nested two-

parenthetical 

93 95 85 89 83 

difference in Hertz  -4 -8   

difference in %  -4% -9%   

 

 

5.3.2.1.3 Baseline summary 

 The data discussed in 5.3.2.1 show that for both female and male baselines the 

antepenultimate parenthetical is 4-6 Hz (3-4 percent) lower and the penultimate 

parenthetical is 7-10 Hz (4-9 percent) lower than non-parenthetical phrases at the same 

sentence position. This means that, on average, the antepenultimate parenthetical has a 

four percent lowered baseline and the penultimate parenthetical has a seven percent 

lowered baseline. These are the specifications with regard to baseline with which 

sentences containing multi-parentheticals have to be implemented in synthesized speech. 

Still missing are the specifications for pitch range, which are the focus of the following 

section. 
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5.3.2.2 Pitch range comparison 

 Like with the baselines, there are no pitch range data available for sentences with 

more than one medial non-parenthetical phrase. Thus, the pitch range values for these 

multi-non-parenthetical sentences have to be interpolated from the available data as well. 

 Looking at the non-parenthetical data that is available shows that the pitch range 

trend for females exhibits no drop between fr(a) and the medial non-parenthetical phrase 

and then there is a steep drop between the medial phrase and fr(b). Opposite to that, the 

trend for males shows a steeper drop between fr(a) and the medial non-parenthetical 

phrase than between the medial phrase and fr(b). Hence, the male pitch range trend 

corresponds to the baseline trends. The pitch range trends are displayed in Figure 5.5. 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Development of the non-parenthetical pitch range over the course of the 

sentences for both females and males. 
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5.3.2.2.1 Female pitch range 

As can be seen in Figure 5.5. above, females exhibit no pitch range drop between 

fr(a) and the medial non-parenthetical phrase. Unfortunately, there is no explicit acoustic 

data available to show how the pitch range progresses over the course of sentences with 

several medial non-parenthetical phrase. The observation that fr(a) and the medial non-

parenthetical phrase have the same pitch range leads to the assumption that for females 

all non-parenthetical phrases except fr(b) exhibit the same pitch range as fr(a). This 

differs from the males, who exhibit a pattern of continual pitch range drops over the 

course of the sentence. However, female maintenance of pitch range over multiple 

phrases has also been observed in French (Fagyal, 2002). The study by Fagyal shows that 

females maintain the pitch range width of the preceding phrase also for a following 

parenthetical. Pitch range width only narrows for the final phrase. The same did not occur 

in the French male data, since male pitch range has been measured to drop for the 

parenthetical. Interestingly, the French female pattern is the opposite of what has been 

observed for females in English. In French, the maintenance of the larger pitch range 

occurs for parentheticals, whereas non-parenthetical pitch range drops. Besides the 

opposite patterning, the French data show that an observation of females maintaining 

pitch range over a set of phrases is not exclusive to this study. 

Following the assumption that any additionally inserted non-parenthetical phrases 

have a pitch range between the value of the preceding and the following phrase, the 

additional phrases feature the same pitch range of 86-87 Hz for females in English. Thus, 

there is no interpolation required for female pitch ranges in two-parenthetical sentences. 
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 The comparison between female sequential and nested two-parenthetical 

sentences is displayed in Table 5.8. The table shows that the antepenultimate 

parenthetical is 26 Hz (30 percent) lower and the penultimate parenthetical is 7-10 Hz (8-

11 percent) lower than the non-parenthetical phrases at the same sentence position. 

 

Table 5.8 

Difference between female sequential and nested two-parenthetical sentences and 

corresponding non-parenthetical sentences. Unless marked otherwise, all values are in 

Hertz. 

 fr(a) = 1 penultimate mid = 1.5 ultimate mid = 2 fr(b) = 3 

female pitch range     

non-parenthetical 86 87 87 62 

sequential two-

parenthetical 

103 77 84 63 

difference in Hertz  -10   

difference in %  -11%   

      

 fr(a) = 1 antepenultimate mid = 1.33 penultimate mid = 1.66 ultimate mid = 2 fr(b) = 3 

female pitch range      

non-parenthetical 86 86 87 87 62 

nested two-

parenthetical 

104 60 80 86 63 

difference in Hertz  -26 -7   

difference in %  -30% -8%   
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5.3.2.2.2 Male pitch range 

 The male non-parenthetical pitch range curve has the data points 66, 42 and 29. 

The function that yields 29 for x = 3 is y = (3 - x)2 + 29. Using different values as the 

multiplier, the results closest to the measured data points are displayed in Table 5.9.  

 

Table 5.9 

The three closest-fit male pitch range functions. All values are in Hertz. 

 x = 1 x = 2 x = 3  

y = 9 * (3 - x)2 + 29 65 38 29  

y = 10 * (3 - x)2 + 29 69 39 29 <== best fit! 

y = 11 * (3 - x)2 + 29 73 40 29  

measured values 66 42 29  

 

 The function that describes the male pitch range curve the best is y = 10 * (3 - x)2 

+ 29. It fits best because no deviation from the measured values is larger than 3 Hz, the 

perceptual threshold (Hess, 1983). 

 Sequential two-parenthetical sentences feature four data points. Hence, the non-

parenthetical equivalent needs to have four data points as well, which can be achieved by 

inserting the missing data point at 1.5. Plugging 1.5 into the function yields y = 10 * (3 - 

1.5)2 + 29 = 52.  

 

 Nested two-parentheticals have five sentence parts and with that two additional 

data points between 1 and 2. Plugging 1.33 into the function for the antepenultimate 
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medial phrase yields y = 10 * (3 - 1.33)2 + 29 =  57 and plugging 1.66 into the function 

for the penultimate medial phrase yields y = 10 * (3 - 1.66)2 + 29 = 47.  

The comparison between male sequential and nested two-parenthetical sentences 

is displayed in Table 5.10. The table shows that the antepenultimate parenthetical is 23 

Hz (40 percent) lower and the penultimate parenthetical is 7-10 Hz (15-19 percent) lower 

than the non-parenthetical phrases at the same sentence position. 

 

Table 5.10 

Difference between male sequential and nested two-parenthetical sentences and 

corresponding non-parenthetical sentences. Unless marked otherwise, all values are in 

Hertz. 

 fr(a) = 1 penultimate mid = 1.5 ultimate mid = 2 fr(b) = 3 

male pitch range     

non-parenthetical 69 52 39 29 

sequential two-

parenthetical 

79 42 53 36 

difference in Hertz  -10   

difference in %  -19%   

      

 fr(a) = 1 antepenultimate mid = 1.33 penultimate mid = 1.66 ultimate mid = 2 fr(b) = 3 

male pitch range      

non-parenthetical 69 57 47 39 29 

nested two-

parenthetical 

79 34 40 53 36 

difference in Hertz  -23 -7   

difference in %  -40% -15%   
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5.3.2.2.3 Pitch range summary 

 The data discussed in 5.3.2.2 show that for both female and male pitch ranges the 

antepenultimate parenthetical is 23-26 Hz (30-40 percent) lower and the penultimate 

parenthetical is 7-10 Hz (8-19 percent) lower than non-parenthetical phrases at the same 

sentence position. This means that, on average, the antepenultimate parenthetical has a 35 

percent lowered pitch range and the penultimate parenthetical has a 13 percent lowered 

pitch range. How these specifications and the baseline specifications are used for 

synthesizing parentheticals is the focus of the next section. 

 

5.3.2.3 Synthesizing multi-parentheticals 

 The previous sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 discuss pitch range and baseline 

specifications for sentences with multi-parenthetical medial phrases. The specifications 

are not derived from actual data but through mathematical interpolation from the 

incomplete existing data. Thus, these specifications have to be regarded as preliminary 

but nonetheless trend describing. This section discusses the integration of the 

specifications for multi-parenthetical sentences into the SABLE text-to-speech system. 

 Like for single parentheticals, there are two ways to mark up these specifications 

in SABLE. The first is the use of the pitch markup and the second is the use of structure 

tags for the different kinds of parenthetical phrases. 

 Translating the baseline and pitch range specifications into pitch markup is 

exemplified by (22) for sequential parentheticals and by (23) for nested parentheticals. 
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(22) Sequential parenthetical pitch markup example with sentence 19 

 fr(a): <PITCH BASE=“-12%” RANGE=“+20%”> We saw the movie </PITCH>  

 par1: <PITCH BASE=“-7%” RANGE=“-13%”> (which had been banned in Boston) </PITCH> 

par2: – Jane insisted on going –  

fr(b): but were unimpressed.  

 

(23) Nested parenthetical pitch markup example with sentence 18 

 fr(a):     <PITCH BASE=“-12%” RANGE=“+20%”> We saw the movie </PITCH>  

 par1(a): <PITCH BASE=“-4%” RANGE=“-35%”> – Jane </PITCH> 

 par2:     <PITCH BASE=“-7%” RANGE=“-13%”> (who knows the director) </PITCH> 

par1(b): insisted on going –  

fr(b):      but were unimpressed.  

 

 More user-friendly than pitch markup is the introduction of two more structure 

tags. Again, these tags are expressed as additional types of DIV, namely antepenultpar 

for antepenultimate parentheticals and penultpar for penultimate parentheticals. Pitch 

specifications for the conversion of these values into phonetic markup through the 

browser are included in the style sheets. Using the same sentences as above results in (24) 

for sequential parentheticals and (25) for nested parentheticals. 

 

(24) Sequential parenthetical structure markup example with sentence 19 

 fr(a): <DIV TYPE=“prepar”> We saw the movie </DIV>  

 par1: <DIV TYPE=“penultpar”> (which had been banned in Boston) </DIV> 

par2: – Jane insisted on going –  

fr(b): but were unimpressed.  
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(25) Nested parenthetical structure markup example with sentence 18 

 fr(a):     <DIV TYPE=“prepar”> We saw the movie </DIV>  

 par1(a): <DIV TYPE=“antepenultpar”> – Jane </DIV> 

 par2:     <DIV TYPE=“penultpar”> (who knows the director) </DIV> 

par1(b): insisted on going –  

fr(b):      but were unimpressed.  

 

 This section shows that sentences containing multi-parenthetical phrases can 

easily be marked up with structure tags that entail the pitch specifications determined by 

this study. This helps to improve the naturalness of parentheticals in synthesized speech. 

 

5.4 Summary 

 Chapter five identifies SABLE as the most useful and user-friendly text-to-speech 

system for synthesizing sentences that contain parentheticals. Within the SABLE markup 

scheme, structure tags allow easy mark up of the phrases that require specific 

implementation. The pitch specifications entailed by the structure tags have been taken 

from chapter four for single-parentheticals and specifications for multi-parentheticals 

have been established by this chapter. Furthermore, chapter five provides examples of 

how the required markup is integrated into sentences. Thus, this chapter provides a guide 

to improve the naturalness of sentences containing parentheticals in synthesized speech.  
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Chapter Six 

CONCLUSION 

 

This chapter is organized as follows: the findings of this thesis are summarized in 

section 6.1 and section 6.2 presents limitations of the findings of this study in conjunction 

with recommendations for future studies. 

 

6.1 Findings 

 This study investigates the effect of the use of different punctuation marks on the 

intonation of parenthetical phrases, as well as the phonetic specifications necessary for 

synthesizing natural-sounding parentheticals.  

The notion of lower pitch level and narrower pitch range for parentheticals has 

been reported in many studies (Bolinger, 1989; Cruttenden, 1997; Crystal, 1969; Grosz & 

Hirschberg, 1992; O’Shaughnessy, 1990; Wichmann, 2000). However, only one acoustic 

study on parentheticals (Kutik et al., 1983) could be found that actually provides 

evidence for such claims. Furthermore, there has been no study on a possible connection 

between punctuation and intonation for parentheticals, although some punctuation marks, 

such as question marks, have a direct connection to intonation. Nunberg (1990) claims 

that, despite some overlap, punctuation is a system that not only deviates from but also 

goes far beyond intonation. Therefore, it is a linguistic system in its own right. 

Reviewing the literature on text-to-speech systems shows that most text-to-speech 

systems do not provide a mechanism to implement parentheticals distinctively. One of 

the major challenges for text-to-speech systems, however, is achieving naturalness of the 
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speech synthesis output. This study has identified the text-to-speech system SABLE 

(Sproat et al., 1998; Sproat & Raman, 1999) as the most promising for producing natural-

sounding parentheticals through the use of text markup. 

 To determine the exact pitch specifications needed to synthesize parentheticals, an 

experiment has been carried out in which three female and three male native speakers of 

Canadian English read aloud a set of 20 parenthetical and non-parenthetical sentences. 

The sentences were recorded and acoustically analyzed with a speech analysis software.  

The analysis revealed that the use of different punctuation marks for 

parentheticals has no acoustic correspondence. This provides evidence for Nunberg’s 

(1990) claim that punctuation is not directly tied to intonation but is a linguistic system in 

its own right. The only acoustic effect of punctuation found by this study is that 

parenthetical punctuation triggers pausing. However, there is no correlation between 

pause length and type of punctuation.  

Following the literature, the distinctiveness of parentheticals is based on a change 

in maximum (topline) and minimum (baseline) pitch levels, and with that a change in 

pitch range, over a phrase. This study involved a direct comparison of sentences 

containing one parenthetical phrase with sentences containing a non-parenthetical phrase 

at the same position. The comparison revealed that the parenthetical and non-

parenthetical phrases do not differ in topline, baseline or pitch range. However, it has 

been found that the phrase preceding a parenthetical is spoken with a 12 percent lower 

baseline and – as a consequence of that – a 20 percent wider pitch range than the phrase 

at the same position in a non-parenthetical sentence. Thus, for synthesizing sentences 

containing one parenthetical phrase, it is not the parenthetical phrase itself but the 
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preceding phrase that has to be marked up with specifications differing from the expected 

pitch change trends over the course of a sentence.  

In sentences containing two parentheticals in sequence or nested, i.e. one 

embedded within the other, the preceding non-parenthetical phrase also has to be marked 

up with the same specifications as in sentences containing just one parenthetical phrase. 

Additionally, it has been found that in sentences containing more than one parenthetical 

constituent next to each other, the ultimate, i.e. last, parenthetical constituent behaves like 

the parenthetical phrase in a one-parenthetical sentence as discussed above. Therefore, 

the ultimate parenthetical constituent does not need to be marked up. However, the 

penultimate and antepenultimate parenthetical constituents each feature distinctive pitch 

specifications. The penultimate parenthetical constituent has been found to have a seven 

percent lower baseline and a 13 percent narrower pitch range than a non-parenthetical 

phrase would have at the same position in the sentence. Similarly, the antepenultimate 

parenthetical constituent has been found to have a four percent lower baseline and a 35 

percent narrower pitch range than a non-parenthetical phrase would have at the same 

position in the sentence. As discussed in chapter five, a variety of tags have been 

proposed to integrate these findings into the SABLE markup scheme. 

Kutik et al.’s findings of a lowered topline for parentheticals could not be 

replicated by this study. Whereas previous research claims that the acoustic 

implementation of the parenthetical phrase itself sets it apart from the rest of the 

sentence, this study has shown that the parenthetical phrase does not differ in pitch level 

and range from a non-parenthetical phrase at the same sentence position. Rather, it is the 

preceding phrase that is implemented with a lower baseline and a resulting wider pitch 
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range. This has the effect that, perceptually, there is a steeper pitch range drop between 

the pre-parenthetical phrase and the following parenthetical than between the 

corresponding phrases in a non-parenthetical sentence. The steeper pitch range drop 

explains why previous studies report that parentheticals are lower in pitch level and 

narrower in range, because in comparison to the preceding phrase in the same sentence, 

they perceptually are. However, a direct comparison to a non-parenthetical phrase at the 

same sentence position reveals that it is not the parenthetical itself that is implemented 

differently to evoke this perception, but the preceding phrase. Hence, the findings of this 

study do not contradict the general notion about parentheticals as reported elsewhere but 

complete the picture by providing exact pitch specifications of how the perceptual 

parenthetical characteristics are achieved. 

The research included in this thesis has provided evidence for Nunberg’s claim, as 

well as new insights into the acoustic implementation of parentheticals. The 

specifications for parentheticals presented in this thesis are important for implementing 

sentences containing parentheticals in text-to-speech systems. Improving the naturalness 

of synthesized speech is still a key point in their development. The findings of this study 

can be integrated in the SABLE markup scheme. Therefore, this study contributes to 

research on synthesized speech in speech technology applications. 
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6.2 Future studies 

 The present study is the first to analyze multi-parentheticals and investigate how 

synthesizing parentheticals can be improved. Furthermore, it is also the first to investigate 

a connection between punctuation and intonation in parentheticals. However, further 

investigation is required to look into parenthetical issues more comprehensively and 

include other concerns that this study did not address. 

 Although text-to-speech pitch specifications for sentences with more than one 

parenthetical phrase have been established by this study, these specifications require 

support through a future study. The problem is that the multi-parenthetical sentences 

investigated in this study have up to three medial parenthetical constituents (five data 

points over the course of the sentence, including the frame sentence constituents), 

whereas all non-parenthetical sentences have only one medial phrase and with that three 

data points. To enable a phrase-to-phrase pitch comparison, pitch values for missing non-

parenthetical data points are interpolated using a function that is derived from the existing 

three data points and that describes the declination of pitch over the course of the 

sentence. However, to establish a more reliable foundation for multi-parenthetical pitch 

specifications, future investigators are recommended to record sentences containing 

multi-parentheticals as well as corresponding sentences containing equivalent non-

parenthetical phrases. A direct phrase-to-phrase comparison of measured data will 

provide more accurate specifications than the interpolation-based comparison that this 

study used. 

 Similar trends for female and male speakers were observed in this study. 

However, only three subjects of each gender were included in this study, which makes 
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the results less significant. Future studies are recommended to recruit a larger number of 

experiment participants – large enough to make the results representative of the 

population. 

 Although a variety of sentences has been used in the experiment, primarily 

relative-clause parentheticals are considered. To achieve a comprehensive picture of the 

pitch specifications of parentheticals, other parentheticals, such as adverbial or elliptical 

clause parentheticals (Wichmann, 2000), should also be looked at in future studies. 

 Following previous research, there is no evidence for a difference in intonation 

between parentheticals based on the type of syntactic structure parentheticals are inserted 

in. Whether the different topline/baseline findings in this study and in Kutik et al. (1983) 

depend on the circumstance that both studies chose to insert parentheticals into different 

types of syntactic structure – that is, insertion between clauses (this study) as opposed to 

insertion between phrases (Kutik et al.) – cannot be answered by this study and has to be 

left to future research. 

 This study investigated pausing as an additional acoustic cue to differentiate 

parentheticals. There are further measures that previous research has not identified as 

cues for parentheticals but which should be considered for future investigations. These 

measures are amplitude as well as mean pitch and variance.  
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APPENDIX A

Parenthetical background

[This text was given to each experiment participant prior to the experiment.]

This study uses parentheticals as a means to increase our linguistic knowledge of

language.  To  participate  in  this  study  it  is  important  to  know  a  few  things  about

parentheticals.

Parenthetical elements consist of words, phrases or sentences that are inserted into

a  sentence  to  provide  additional  explanatory  or  commentatory  information.  A

parenthetical  element  is  not  grammatically essential  to  the  sentence  it  is  in.  When  a

parenthetical is removed from a sentence, the sentence stays fully intact with respect to

semantics and syntax. 

Parentheticals  are  set  off  by  commas,  dashes  and  brackets  (also  called

parentheses), such as in (parenthetical elements are italized):

(1) a) All of us, to tell the truth, were amazed.

b) The examiner chose  goodness knows why  to ignore it.

c) A ruling by the FCC (Federal Communications Commission). . . .

Commas are being used to indicate parenthetical elements that are the least

digressive from the main sentence (as in (a)), while dashes (as in (b)) are being used to set

off parenthetical elements that are more digressive than elements set off with commas but

less digressive than elements set off by brackets. Hence, brackets are used to indicate the

greatest extent of digressiveness (as in (c)). Brackets are also used instead of commas or
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dashes when the interruption of the sentence caused by the parenthetical is too great to be

indicated by commas or dashes. 

What  this  short  introduction to  parentheticals  intends  to  show you is  that  the

choice of punctuation determines the semantic relation of the parenthetical to the main

sentence. Please keep that in mind when participating in this experiment. 

Any more questions about parentheticals?  
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APPENDIX B

Set of sentences

The set of sentences that were read by every candidate:

1) We saw the movie but were unimpressed. 
[for a control recording of the frame sentence]

2) We saw the movie that had been banned in Boston, but were unimpressed. 
[the that  clause is restrictive and integrated in the frame sentence; hence, there is 
no parenthetical in this sentence]

3) We saw the movie - Jane insisted on going - but were unimpressed.

4) We saw the movie, which had been banned in Boston, but were unimpressed.

5) We saw the movie that received five Oscars, but were unimpressed.
[a looser-upper to prevent the readers from getting into a routine]

6) We saw the movie (which was Jane's idea) but were unimpressed.

7) We saw the movie on the opening night but were unimpressed.
[another looser-upper]

8) We saw the movie, Jane (who knows the director) insisted on going, but were 
    unimpressed.

9) We saw the movie (which had been banned in Boston) but were unimpressed.

10) We saw the movie - I heard it was good (it had received much praise) - but were  
      unimpressed.

11) We saw the movie in a sneek preview but were unimpressed.
[another looser-upper]

12) We saw the movie, Jane insisted on going, but were unimpressed.

13) We saw the movie - which had been banned in Boston - but were unimpressed.

14) We saw the movie in the new movie theater but were unimpressed.
[another looser-upper]

15) We saw the movie, Jane really wanted to go - it had received much praise - but were   
       unimpressed.
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16) We saw the movie (Jane insisted on going) but were unimpressed.

17) We saw the movie because everyone went, but were unimpressed.
[the last looser-upper]

18) We saw the movie - Jane (who knows the director) insisted on going - but were 
      unimpressed.

19) We saw the movie (which had been banned in Boston) - Jane insisted on going - but 
      were unimpressed.

20) We saw the movie (Jane - who knows the director - insisted on going) but were   
      unimpressed.
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APPENDIX C

Female Frequency Data

Female frequencies [Hz]

MAR SHO SUZ Average (female)
max min range max min range max min range max min range

sentence 1
fr(a) 292 205 87 299 207 92 281 157 124 291 190 101
fr(b) 216 162 54 216 164 52 208 149 59 213 158 55

Sentences with non-parenthetical medial phrase
sentences 2,5,7,11,14,17

sentence 2
fr(a) 255 182 73 299 227 72 268 175 93 274 195 79

244 154 90 239 173 66 230 146 84 238 158 80

fr(b) 225 145 80 212 151 61 218 151 67 218 149 69

sentence 5
fr(a) 275 185 90 244 201 43 262 174 88 260 187 74

243 170 73 220 164 56 236 142 94 233 159 74

fr(b) 209 125 84 199 143 56 211 144 67 206 137 69

sentence 7
fr(a) 280 175 105 251 189 62 250 173 77 260 179 81
medial 258 150 108 205 154 51 256 165 91 240 156 83
fr(b) 213 148 65 204 157 47 199 148 51 205 151 54

sentence 11
fr(a) 299 152 147 291 211 80 254 190 64 281 184 97
medial 278 163 115 240 175 65 251 162 89 256 167 90
fr(b) 219 163 56 206 165 41 225 166 59 217 165 52

sentence 14
fr(a) 298 190 108 265 203 62 286 184 102 283 192 91
medial 254 146 108 230 147 83 239 150 89 241 148 93
fr(b) 233 158 75 209 149 60 213 149 64 218 152 66

sentence 17
fr(a) 286 169 117 283 183 100 262 178 84 277 177 100

263 164 99 242 146 96 263 161 102 256 157 99

fr(b) 220 153 67 214 150 64 208 156 52 214 153 61

Sentences with one parenthetical medial phrase
sentences 3,4,6,9,12,13,16

sentence 3
fr(a) 257 169 88 274 176 98 263 160 103 265 168 96
medial dash 261 149 112 212 150 62 262 165 97 245 155 90
fr(b) 242 147 95 220 142 78 223 152 71 222 147 81

sentence 4
fr(a) 278 181 97 295 160 135 264 179 85 279 173 106

262 166 96 243 173 70 234 141 93 246 160 86

fr(b) 208 142 66 201 154 47 220 147 73 210 148 57

sentence 6
fr(a) 284 174 110 252 179 73 286 162 124 274 172 102

252 161 91 253 157 96 239 152 87 248 157 91

fr(b) 205 160 45 206 167 39 203 150 53 205 159 46

medial 
(comma)

medial 
(comma)

medial 
(comma)

medial 
comma

medial 
bracket
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Female frequencies [Hz]

MAR SHO SUZ Average (female)
max min range max min range max min range max min range

sentence 9
fr(a) 293 171 122 239 154 85 267 166 101 266 164 103

242 165 77 246 140 106 251 140 111 246 148 98

fr(b) 208 141 67 207 163 44 208 141 67 208 148 59

sentence 12
fr(a) 294 163 131 265 165 100 246 178 68 268 169 100

239 145 94 228 162 66 250 158 92 239 155 84

fr(b) 216 159 57 204 158 46 222 141 81 210 159 52

sentence 13
fr(a) 265 149 116 269 160 109 265 176 89 266 162 105
medial dash 256 141 115 248 154 94 231 158 73 245 151 94
fr(b) 218 149 69 218 140 78 213 146 67 216 145 71

sentence 16
fr(a) 298 164 134 271 175 96 257 167 90 275 169 107

239 152 87 226 155 71 271 145 126 245 151 95

fr(b) 201 145 56 222 141 81 189 143 46 204 143 61

Sentences with two parenthetical phrases
sentences 8,10,15,18,19,20

sentence 8
fr(a) 292 165 127 276 162 114 253 177 76 274 168 106

237 178 59 219 158 61 229 167 62 228 168 61

238 170 68 239 174 65 280 167 113 252 170 82

235 164 71 236 152 84 272 164 108 248 160 88

fr(b) 210 154 56 208 165 43 209 154 55 209 160 49

sentence 10
fr(a) 279 169 110 276 174 102 272 171 101 276 171 104
par1 dash 256 174 82 237 152 85 238 160 78 244 162 82

par2 bracket 239 163 76 219 148 71 243 145 98 234 152 82

fr(b) 219 163 56 244 141 103 211 142 69 225 149 76

sentence 15
fr(a) 300 151 149 258 179 79 252 175 77 270 168 102

par1 comma 235 158 77 228 167 61 236 171 65 233 165 68

par2 dash 262 162 100 241 185 56 275 152 123 259 166 93
fr(b) 245 151 94 213 173 40 198 153 45 219 159 60

sentence 18
fr(a) 267 166 101 264 163 101 263 161 102 265 163 101

225 166 59 237 165 72 213 168 45 225 166 59

242 155 87 214 166 48 237 157 80 231 159 72

276 162 114 244 162 82 255 164 91 258 163 96

fr(b) 219 145 74 208 145 63 225 160 65 217 153 64

sentence 19
fr(a) 300 150 150 273 183 90 259 165 94 277 166 111

par1 bracket 262 149 113 242 176 66 225 156 69 243 160 83

par2 dash 235 167 68 222 163 59 260 159 101 239 163 76
fr(b) 232 141 91 214 154 60 192 162 30 213 152 60

medial 
bracket

medial 
comma

medial 
bracket

outerpar(a) 
comma
innerpar 
bracket
outerpar(b) 
comma

outerpar(a) 
dash
innerpar 
bracket
outerpar(b) 
dash
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Female frequencies [Hz]

MAR SHO SUZ Average (female)
max min range max min range max min range max min range

sentence 20
fr(a) 299 150 149 252 174 78 240 168 72 264 164 100

230 172 58 245 172 73 215 165 50 230 170 60

241 150 91 222 145 77 234 148 86 232 148 85

237 153 84 206 156 50 247 152 95 230 154 76

fr(b) 225 159 66 216 145 71 195 144 51 212 149 63

outerpar(a) 
bracket
innerpar 
dash
outerpar(b) 
bracket
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APPENDIX D

Male Frequency Data

Male frequencies [Hz]

AAR CRA GRE Average (male)
max min range max min range max min range max min range

sentence 1
fr(a) 158 92 66 117 87 30 222 98 124 166 92 73
fr(b) 112 75 37 117 81 36 120 81 39 116 79 37

Sentences with non-parenthetical medial phrase
sentences 2,5,7,11,14,17

sentence 2
fr(a) 170 87 83 141 100 41 181 119 62 164 102 62

125 84 41 126 81 45 130 95 35 127 87 40

fr(b) 101 77 24 108 83 25 127 92 35 112 84 28

sentence 5
fr(a) 187 114 73 135 96 39 166 117 49 163 109 54

146 81 65 112 88 24 123 91 32 127 87 40

fr(b) 129 82 47 107 83 24 112 79 33 116 81 35

sentence 7
fr(a) 174 105 69 128 99 29 193 125 68 165 110 55
medial 125 84 41 110 88 22 123 89 34 119 87 32
fr(b) 108 75 33 101 81 20 113 80 33 107 79 29

sentence 11
fr(a) 192 123 69 139 95 44 168 119 49 166 112 54
medial 143 81 62 117 77 40 134 88 46 131 82 49
fr(b) 110 80 30 100 78 22 120 75 45 110 78 32

sentence 14
fr(a) 213 116 97 146 95 51 223 135 88 194 115 79
medial 164 91 73 116 88 28 152 117 35 144 99 45
fr(b) 114 78 36 107 81 26 116 98 18 112 86 27

sentence 17
fr(a) 225 102 123 130 78 52 212 124 88 189 101 88

155 91 64 108 82 26 134 95 39 132 89 43

fr(b) 114 74 40 107 81 26 111 91 20 111 82 29

Sentences with one parenthetical medial phrase
sentences 3,4,6,9,12,13,16

sentence 3
fr(a) 170 79 91 131 97 34 182 98 84 161 91 70
medial dash 137 79 58 120 83 37 142 77 65 133 80 53
fr(b) 106 76 30 102 83 19 115 91 24 109 83 24

sentence 4
fr(a) 179 87 92 127 80 47 195 93 102 167 87 80

124 76 48 120 77 43 134 95 39 126 83 43

fr(b) 111 76 35 101 78 23 111 77 34 108 77 29

sentence 6
fr(a) 190 87 103 142 89 53 188 97 91 173 91 82

147 77 70 110 82 28 132 94 38 130 84 45

fr(b) 110 84 26 108 79 29 106 91 15 108 85 23

medial 
(comma)

medial 
(comma)

medial 
(comma)

medial 
comma

medial 
bracket
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Male frequencies [Hz]

AAR CRA GRE Average (male)
max min range max min range max min range max min range

sentence 9
fr(a) 184 90 94 135 83 52 192 112 80 170 95 75

146 83 63 122 75 47 125 88 37 131 82 49

fr(b) 111 83 28 111 82 29 161 98 63 128 88 40

sentence 12
fr(a) 187 93 94 143 87 56 191 91 100 174 90 83

135 82 53 106 80 26 130 105 25 124 89 35

fr(b) 119 77 42 105 81 24 127 92 35 112 79 33

sentence 13
fr(a) 204 87 117 133 75 58 200 97 103 179 86 93
medial dash 125 79 46 123 79 44 125 91 34 124 83 41
fr(b) 121 80 41 108 79 29 128 81 47 119 80 39

sentence 16
fr(a) 203 87 116 131 94 37 194 99 95 176 93 83

141 83 58 115 83 32 148 93 55 135 86 48

fr(b) 128 86 42 113 87 26 110 82 28 117 85 32

Sentences with two parenthetical phrases
sentences 8,10,15,18,19,20

sentence 8
fr(a) 191 89 102 127 86 41 201 120 81 173 98 75

142 89 53 119 91 28 142 102 40 134 94 40

157 82 75 113 82 31 142 99 43 137 88 50

146 80 66 115 82 33 140 96 44 134 86 48

fr(b) 129 78 51 114 78 36 120 97 23 121 88 30

sentence 10
fr(a) 195 86 109 146 88 58 168 104 64 170 93 77
par1 dash n/a n/a n/a 130 82 48 122 98 24 126 90 36

par2 bracket n/a n/a n/a 124 79 45 129 95 34 127 87 40

fr(b) 115 83 32 105 79 26 128 98 30 116 87 29

sentence 15
fr(a) 191 99 92 124 83 41 192 92 100 169 91 78

par1 comma n/a n/a n/a 111 80 31 124 94 30 118 87 31

par2 dash n/a n/a n/a 119 77 42 148 88 60 134 83 51
fr(b) 122 82 40 107 78 29 130 75 55 120 78 41

sentence 18
fr(a) 203 90 113 130 81 49 184 102 82 172 91 81

139 96 43 113 98 15 112 95 17 121 96 25

117 82 35 116 78 38 115 82 33 116 81 35

128 81 47 115 82 33 140 124 16 128 96 32

fr(b) 121 81 40 108 86 22 116 76 40 115 81 31

sentence 19
fr(a) 204 88 116 140 85 55 182 97 85 175 90 85

par1 bracket 133 82 51 140 76 64 125 94 31 133 84 49

par2 dash 147 83 64 118 81 37 144 75 69 136 80 57
fr(b) 108 75 33 109 80 29 157 97 60 125 84 41

medial 
bracket

medial 
comma

medial 
bracket

outerpar(a) 
comma
innerpar 
bracket
outerpar(b) 
comma

outerpar(a) 
dash
innerpar 
bracket
outerpar(b) 
dash
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Male frequencies [Hz]

AAR CRA GRE Average (male)
max min range max min range max min range max min range

sentence 20
fr(a) 192 93 99 132 87 45 187 97 90 170 92 78

137 92 45 111 89 22 145 104 41 131 95 36

113 78 35 122 85 37 131 93 38 122 85 37

159 84 75 114 84 30 147 89 58 140 86 54

fr(b) 133 79 54 110 84 26 125 96 29 123 86 36

outerpar(a) 
bracket
innerpar 
dash
outerpar(b) 
bracket
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APPENDIX E

Pause Data

Pauses [sec]

AAR CRA GRE MAR SHO SUZ Av. male Av. female Average

Sentence 1

fr(a) to fr(b) 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.0 0.0

Sentences with non-parenthetical medial phrase
sentences 2,5,7,11,14,17

Sentence 2

0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.0 0.1

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3

Sentence 5

0 0 0 n/a 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.5 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.3

Sentence 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.7 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0 0.3 0.1 0.2

Sentence 11

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.2 0.3 0.2 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1

Sentence 14

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.0 0.0

Sentence 17

0 0 0 n/a 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.3

Sentences with one parenthetical medial phrase
sentences 3,4,6,9,12,13,16

Sentence 3

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.3

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.4

fr(a) to 
medial
medial to fr
(b) 
(comma)

fr(a) to 
medial
medial to fr
(b) 
(comma)

fr(a) to 
medial
medial to fr
(b)

fr(a) to 
medial
medial to fr
(b)

fr(a) to 
medial
medial to fr
(b)

fr(a) to 
medial
medial to fr
(b) 
(comma)

fr(a) to 
medial 
(dash)
medial to fr
(b) (dash)
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Pauses [sec]

AAR CRA GRE MAR SHO SUZ Av. male Av. female Average

Sentence 4

0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2

0.5 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4

Sentence 6

0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3

0.4 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4

Sentence 9

0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3

0.3 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4

Sentence 12

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3

Sentence 13

0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

0.5 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4

Sentence 16

0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3

0.3 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Sentences with two parenthetical medial phrases
sentences 8,10,15,18,19,20

Sentence 8

0.3 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

0.4 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

0.0 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1

0.4 0.4 0.3 0 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3

fr(a) to 
medial 
(comma)
medial to fr
(b) 
(comma)

fr(a) to 
medial 
(bracket)
medial to fr
(b) 
(bracket)

fr(a) to 
medial 
(bracket)
medial to fr
(b) 
(bracket)

fr(a) to 
medial 
(comma)
medial to fr
(b) 
(comma)

fr(a) to 
medial 
(dash)
medial to fr
(b) (dash)

fr(a) to 
medial 
(bracket)
medial to fr
(b) 
(bracket)

fr(a) to 
par1(a) 
(comma)
par1(a) to 
par2 
(bracket)
par2 to 
par1(b) 
(bracket)
par1(b) to 
fr(b) 
(comma)
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Pauses [sec]

AAR CRA GRE MAR SHO SUZ Av. male Av. female Average

Sentence 10

0.1 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.3 0 0.2 0.2 0.2

0.4 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3

0.2 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4

Sentence 15

0 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1

0.3 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2

0.2 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3

Sentence 18

0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.3

0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.1 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.5 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4

Sentence 19

0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.0 0.1

0.4 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5

0.3 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.4

Sentence 20

0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.0 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2

0.4 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.4

fr(a) to 
par1 
(dash)
par1 to 
par2 
(bracket)
par2 to fr
(b) 
(bracket + 
dash)

fr(a) to 
par1 
(comma)
par1 to 
par2 
(dash)
par2 to fr
(b) (dash)

fr(a) to 
par1(a) 
(dash)
par1(a) to 
par2 
(bracket)
par2 to 
par1(b) 
(bracket)

par1(b) to 
fr(b) (dash)

fr(a) to 
par1 
(bracket)
par1 to 
par2 
(bracket + 
dash)
par2 to fr
(b) (dash)

fr(a) to 
par1(a) 
(bracket)
par1(a) to 
par2 
(dash)
par2 to 
par1(b) 
(dash)
par1(b) to 
fr(b) 
(bracket)
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